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GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
1 Introduction 
The common theme of this dissertation is the analysis of interval censored lifetime data. Exeimples 
of lifetime variables are time to the fsulure of treatment in a clinical trial, time for an insect to complete 
a specific stage of development, or time to first appearance of a tumor. Data cire anaiyzed by using 
stochastic models to describe event times as realizations of a random variable. Models based on con­
tinuous random variables have been developed for the ideal situation where event times are observed 
with exact precision. In reality, life event data are often interval censored, where it is only known that 
an event occurred between two inspection points. One way to handle this discreteness is to initially 
ignore it and employ methods for a continuous time model and subsequently make jidjustments for the 
interval censoring. This approach is exemiined for the proportional hazards regression model in the first 
paper. An alternative approach would be to adopt methods for discrete data to the counts within the 
inspection intervals, which is done in the second paper. 
The additional literature review provided by this chapter is presented in two parts. The first part 
reviews procedures that have been used to apply methods for continuous event times to interval censored 
data. The second part reviews methods that take a discrete approach to interval censored data. 
2 Proportional hazards literature review 
The proportional hazards model, introduced by Cox (1972, 1975), provides a way to relate exact 
failure times to one or more covariates. This model is based on a continuous random variable T which 
measures the time to an event. The proportional hazards model is specified by 
h { t  \  x )  =  h o { t ) g { x ' 0 )  (1) 
where /io(<) is the baseline hazard function, x' = (ii, xt, ..., Xp) is a vector of covariates, /3 is the vector 
of parameters to be estimated, and g(-) is a function that does not depend on T. When x = 0, then we 
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require g{r!fi] = 1 . We will restrict our attention to ^(x'/3) = exp(x'/3), which is commonly referred 
to as the Cox model. 
2.1 Estimation in proportional hazards models 
There are several possible ways of solving the problem of estimating /3 in the proportioned hazards 
model. Let 6' = (0' /3'), where 0 is a nuisance parameter associated with the unknown baseline hazard 
function ho{t). Maximum likelihood estimation can be used to estimate 9, the full vector of unknown 
parameters. Ordering the failure times t(i) < f(2) < -• < the risk set, denoted by Hi, is the 
set of subjects who are still alive and uncensored just before time ((,). Let X(,) denote the VEilues of 
the explanatory variables associated with the j'th ordered failure time <(<). With this notation the full 
likelihood is given by 
L f ( 0 , h o { t ) )  =  n 
exp(x^,y3) 
n (^ exp(xJ/3) j 
i=i \ /eft. / j=i 
(2) fJi HieR. exp(xi^) 
where n  is the total number of individuals and 5o(0 is the baseline survivor function. Maximizing this 
function can be very complicated, however, if not impossible. If no parajnetric form is specified for 
ho(t) then it corresponds to an infinite dimensional nuisance parameter. If a parametric form for the 
baseline hazard, such as the Weibull distribution, is assumed, then the mciximum likelihood estimation 
is more straight forward. 
However, often the interest centers on the value of and another approach would be to condition 
on the nuisance parameter <(>, or a sufficient statistic of it. and use the conditional distribution of /3 
given <t> as the basis for inference on /3. The infinite dimensional /io(0 mcikes computation of conditional 
distributions very difficult. 
A third method uses the partial likelihood proposed by Cox (1972, 1975), which allows the estimation 
of /3 without the estimation of nuisance parameters related to /io(<) or So(<)- Often this method is called 
semi-parametric since the baseline hazard is not specified. Using the same notation as above. Cox's 
partial likelihood is given as 
^ e.xp(x',,-,y3) 
which is the first factor of (2). In this partial likelihood function only the ordering of the failure times 
come into the calculation through the risk set Ri. The likelihood function compares the risk score of 
the fth ordered failure, exp(X(,-j/3), to the sum of all of the risk scores of all the individuals that are 
available to fail at that particular point in time. 
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Cox (1975) and Fleming and Harrington (1991) give an intuitive justification for the use of the partial 
likelihood function. In generic notation, let F be a continuous random vjiriable, then the probability 
density function of V can be factored as 
/ r (Y. 6)  =  fw\v (w 1 r, ^ ) • f v (v .0 )  (4) 
by partitioning Y  into two components W  and V .  The idea is to find a partition so that one of the 
factors does not contain <f>, and use that factor to estimate /3. If such a partition exits, this factor is 
called a partial likelihood. To match the general case with the proportional hazards partial likelihood, 
partition of Vl, so that Wi represents the censoring in [<(i-i)T <(i)) and the information that a failure 
occurs at <(,) and let K represent the individucil who failed at that time <(,). If the second factor in 
the full likelihood, £/(y3. /io(0) of (2), does not depend on /3. then the censoring mechanism is called 
noninformative. 
One concern with using partial likelihood methods is the potential loss of efficiency, or information 
about /3, due to not using the full likelihood Lf(0,ho{t)). These issues are discussed by Lawless (1982), 
Kalbfleisch and Prentice (1980). and Efron (1977). Lawless (1982) concludes that the efficiency of the 
partial likelihood methods is high when the baseline hazard function ho(t) corresponds to a Weibull 
distribution, the proportional hazards model is appropriate and the number of parameters in yS is not too 
large. Efron (1977) comments that these methods will usually be highly efficient under any reasonable 
assumptions about the class of possible hazard functions. 
2.2 Inference for the proportioncJ hazards model 
.\ndersen. et al. (1993) and Fleming and Harrington (1991) use counting processes to establish the 
asymptotic properties of the partial likelihood estimator 0. Since Andersen, et al. (1993) use general 
counting process notation and the results given in Fleming eind Harrington (1991) more closely follow 
the notation given here, we cite the latter. Theorem 8.3.2 of Fleming and Harrington (1991) establishes 
the asymptotic normality of the ma.ximum partial likelihood estimator /3, ie. 
A(/3-/3o)^N(0.S(/3o)), (5) 
and shows that the maximum partial likelihood estimator /3 is a consistent estimator of ySg. Fleming 
and Harrington (1991) also establish that n~^I(/3o) and n~^I(j9) are both consistent estimators of 
^(/^o) where I( ) is the Fisher information matrix. Proofs are based on the asymptotic properties of 
the score function. 
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These results can be used to test the hypothesis H o  •  0  =  0  which corresponds to the hypothesis 
tha t  m surv ivor  func t ions  a re  the  same when  x  i s  a  sys tem of  m — 1  dummy var iab les  ind ica t ing  m 
populations. This application is illustrated by Lawless (1982). In this special case the null hypothesis 
becomes 
where U is the score function and I  is the Fisher information which is approximately a variate 
when the null hypothesis is true. This test, according to Lawless (1982). has power to detect alternatives 
from equality when the proportional hazards model is correct. Inference about an element of say dj, 
can be made via the large sample normal approximation to the marginal distribution of 0j which has 
mean 3j and variance given by the (j,j) entry of [I(/3)]~'. Kalbfleisch and Street (1990) claim that 
the asymptotic approximations are reasonably accurate when the number of failures is considerably 
larger than the number of parameters in the model. They also recommend that the inferences based 
on the normal approximation to the distribution of /3 be compared to inferences obtained from a chi-
squared approximation to the distribution of a ratio of partial likelihoods. Theorem 8.3.4 in Fleming and 
Harrington (1991) demonstrates that —2[log L(/3)—log L{0Q)] -4 asn —y oc. when the null hypothesis 
/3 = /3o is true. Fleming and Harrington also discuss large sample properties of the estimator of the 
baseline hazard function and asymptotic relative efficiency of partial likelihood methods. 
2.3 Interval censored failure times 
Often there is interval censoring which produces tied failure times. When the data are interval 
censored it is only known that a failure or an event occurred between two specified points. If the 
inspection intervals are small enough so that each failure falls into a unique disjoint interval, then the 
ordering of the failure times is preserved and the partial likelihood can be evaluated because it depends 
only on the order of the failures. If there are tied failure times or two or more failures are observed in 
the same inspection interval, then the partial likelihood is no longer well-defined. 
Consider the data in Table 1 where there are four inspection intervals and the covariate is simply an 
indicator of one of two treatment groups. For the first inspection interval the possible contributions 
to the partial likelihood are either 
Ho :  S j { t )  =  So( t ) "P^^ ' ^  (6) 
for I = 1 m — 1, and 5m(0 = So{ t ) .  Then the test statistic is 
X-= U(0)'[I(0)]-'U(0) 
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Table 1 An example of tied failure times 
Inspectioa Interval 1 1 2 2 2 3 3 3 4 4 
Treatment Group 1 0 1 0 0 1 I 0 1 0 
or 
(_±_\ 
\ 5 exp 0  +  o J  \ 5 exp 0  + A  J  
depending on whether, or not, the failure for group 1 preceded the failure for group 0. For the second 
inspection interval there are three possible contributions to the partial likelihood given by 
exp/? (  '  )  (—L—] f 
\ 4 exp 3  +  4  J  V 4 exp 0  + 2 /  \ 4 exp 0  +  2  J  
( ' ) ( ^ ^ 
\ 4 exp 0  + 4 /  V 4 exp 0  +  3 /  \ 3 exp 0  +  3  
Z_e^X (_±_]  (  1 
V4exp/ i  +  4 /  \Sexp0  +  Aj  \3exp0  +  i  
For the third inspection interval the three possibilities are 
/ 1 \ / exp d \ / expd 
V3expJ + 2y V3exp/?+i/ \2exp/:/+l 
/ exp/j \ f  exp/j 
\3exp/? + 2y V2exp/? + 2/ V2exp/3+l 
e x p 0  ^  f  e x p 0  ( ^ 3 e x p 0  +  2 /  \ 2 e x p 0  + 2 /  \ e x p 0  +  2  
Finally, the two possibilities for the fourth inspection interval are 
e x p  0  
e x p 0  +  T)G 
and 
exp 0 
1 \ ( exp/?\ 
d + l )  \ e x p 0 )  •  
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Then, if the exax:t fjiilure times could be observed, the peirtial likelihood for 0  would be one of the 
thirty six possible products obtained by selecting one the the possible contributions from each of the 
four intervals. 
As discussed in the first paper, two commonly used methods of dealing with tied failure times 
within an inspection interval were proposed by Breslcw (1974) and Efron (1977). These methods 
are available in statistical computing packages such as SAS and Splus. Both of these methods use 
approximations to the continuous time partial likelihood for proportional hcizards models. In addition 
to these two approximations, we consider the arithmetic mean of all possible particd likelihoods, which 
is proportional to the approximation proposed by Keilbfleisch and Prentice (1973) and the geometric 
mean of all possible peirtial likelihoods. If the number of tied failure times in any particular inspection 
interval is too large, we use a random sample of the possible orderings. Our investigation focuses on 
the effect of interval censoring on the accuracy of partial likelihood estimates computed with these four 
methods. 
Our simulation results show that the Efron approximation of the partial likelihoods generally pro­
vides more accurate estimates of regression parameters in proportional hazards models than the Breslow 
approximation, but the Efron modification will fail to give reliable estimates if either the coefficient is 
too far from zero or the number of tied failure times is too large. Sample size and level of random 
right censoring have relatively little effect on the accuracy of these methods. We provide a general 
recommendation about level of tied failure times that can be tolerated in the accurate use of the Efron 
appro.ximation. Maximizing the geometric mean of the partial likelihoods of all possible ordering of tied 
failure times produces nearly the same estimates as the Efron approximation. Maximizing the arith­
metic mean of the partial likelihoods of all possible orderings of tied failure times produces estimators of 
regression coefficients similcir to those that could be obtained from maximizing the partial likelihood for 
exact continuous lifetime data. Estimates from the arithmetic mean of all possible partial likelihoods 
are much less affected by chemges in either the percentage of tied failure times or the actual values of 
the regression parameters than the estimates obtained from the Efron approximation. 
2.4 Some alternative approaches for proportional hazards with interval censored data 
Similcir to our point of view that interval censored data arise from imprecise recording of realiza­
tions of a continuous random variable, other researchers have investigated estimation methods based 
on grouped continuous models. The grouped continuous model, discussed by Kalbfleisch and Prentice 
(1980) and Lawless (1982), assumes failure times are grouped into intervals which partition the con­
I 
tinuous time scale into k  intervaJs [nj-i, a j ) ,  for j  =  1 , . .  . , k ,  where oq = 0 and = oo. All that is 
known about the failure times and the censoring times is the inspection intervcJ in which they occurred. 
With this notation, the conditional probability of failure in the i th interval given the covariates x and 
survival to the beginning of the interveil is 
Pr(r 6 [a._x,a.) I r > a._i) = 1 - (1 - (8) 
where 
A, = exp I - I  Ao(u) d u  ) (9) 
and Ao(u) represents the baseline hcizard. This model requires the simultaneous estimation of both the 
regression parameters and the baseline "hazard" values. Ai....,Afc. 
Prentice cind Gloeckler (1978) extended the grouped continuous model to incorporate time-dependent 
covariates. They use maximum likelihood methodology to simultaneously estimate both the treatment 
effects and survivor function. 
An alternative model for grouped continuous data was proposed by Cox (1972) and is based on a 
discrete distribution for the failure times. In this model A, is a contribution to the So(<), the baseline 
survivor function, which has mass points p,, and the hsizard function is 
1_(1_A,)«P('''/3) (10) 
assuming proportional hcizards. This model is a linear log odds model for the hazard probability at 
each potential failure time. It is often referred to as Cox's discrete logistic model. A. partial likelihood 
function is 
f r f  ] (11) 
where s, is the sum of the covariates associated with the d,- failure times at time <(,), and /id, (<(,)) is 
the set of all subsets of d, items chosen from the risk set at i(,) without replacement. 
Both of these models converge to a model for continuous time data as the length of the intervals 
becomes infinitesimally small. However, Kalbfleisch and Prentice (1980) point out that the discrete 
logistic model does not provide a consistent estimator of /?. 
McKeague and Zhang (1996) take a slightly different approach to tied failure times in that they 
employ a bias correction. They use the partial likelihood estimator for grouped data as presented by 
Kalbfleisch and Prentice (1973) and they compare that model to a Poisson regression model. They 
demonstrate consistency of their estimator under a set of assumptions about the length of the intervals 
and covariate strata, and derive the asymptotic bias of their estimator under a slightly different set 
8 
of assumptions. In a simulation study, they use their estimator to estimate the treatment effects in 
a proportional haiztirds model, and they EIISO estimate their bias term. They conclude that their bias 
estimator removes the bias from the estimator based on the grouped continuous model. 
Aranda-Ordaz (1983) considers a more general class of additive and multiplicative heizard models 
for interval censored data. The proportional hazcirds model is a special case. Estimation is done via a 
transformation of the conditional probability of failing in an interval to get a genereilized linear model 
format similar to the grouped continuous model. This specification is used for estimation of both the 
treatment effects and the survivor function. It also provides a framework for testing for departures from 
the proportional hazards model. 
We did not consider any of these approaches in the simulation study in our first paper because these 
models differ from the proportional hazards model for continuous data. Our simulation study e.xamines 
only the effective use of modifications of partial likelihoods to accommodate tied event times arising 
from interval censoring. 
3 A discrete approach to interval censored data 
Our second paper considers methods based on discrete distributions for counts corresponding to 
the observed numbers of events occurring within the various inspection intervals. We generalize this 
approach by allowing different sets of inspection times to be used for different cohorts of individuals. 
Furthermore, cohorts are assumed to be independent, but response times for members of a single cohort 
are allowed to be correlated. We also allow for limited failure populations where a proportion of the 
population either never fail or never experience some life event. 
Although responses within individual cohorts may be correlated, we obtain a consistent estimator for 
the conditional probability of failure within each inspection interval by initially assuming cill responses 
are independent and maximizing the corresponding multinomial likelihood function. Since inspection 
schedules are allowed to vary across cohorts, this procedure involves maximization of likelihoods for 
incompletely classified data. Similar to Kaplan-Meier estimation, estimates of survival probabilities cire 
obtained from products of the estimates of conditional probabilities of survival for successive inspection 
intervals. This is also similar to TurnbuU's (1976) nonparametric estimation of a cumulative distribution 
function. 
The covariance matrix for the large sample distribution of the estimated peirameters is not obtained 
from the Fisher information matrix for the incorrect multinomial likelihood. We use properties of the 
score function for the incorrect multinomial likelihood to develop a robust "sandwich" estimator for 
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the covariance matrix of the parameter estimates. This methodology is an application of what Zeger, 
et al. (1988) refer to as a "population-averaged" or marginal approach. There is no real interest in 
estimating within cohort correlations. A practical advantage of this approach is that it does not require 
the specification of a joint distribution of correlated response times. There may be some loss of efficiency 
relative to estimates obtained by maximizing the true likelihood function, if it could be established, but 
this is not likely to be substantial unless within cohort correlations are large. 
Lifetable analyses of correlated failure times without covariates, analogous to Kaplan-Meier esti­
mation, have been previously discussed by Eriksson and Adell (1994), Williams (1995), and Kang and 
Koehler (1997). They all propose modifications of Greenwood's formula to account for positive correla­
tions within cohorts. None of those methods have been adapted to situations with different inspection 
schedules for different groups of subjects. 
In analysis of the effects of temperature on the distribution of hatch times of bean leaf beetle eggs, 
considered in the second paper, the researchers are interested in the inverse of the medicin hatch time of 
viable eggs, which is called the "daily development rate". A. short-coming of the multinomial model is 
that it does not provide a unique estimate of the median of the failure time distribution. Estimation of 
the median event time from multinomial models is discussed by Reid (1981), Brookmeyer and Crowley 
(1982), Emerson (1982), and Slud. et al. (1984). 
We adopt an alternative semi-parametric approach that models the multinomial probability of failure 
in an inspection interval with the difference in the values of a parametric survivor function evaluated at 
the beginning and end of the inspection interval. Finkelstein (1986) uses a similar approach to deal with 
mterval censored survival data. Estimation of the regression coefficients in proportional hazards models 
and parameters of the survivor function are done simultaneously via the EM algorithm. Finkelstein 
(1986) does not consider the possibility of correlated response times. Koehler (1994) uses the Weibull 
survivor function in an application of this approach to deal with correlated event times, but he uses 
bootstrap estimation of the covariance matrix instead of the robust covariance estimator considered in 
our second paper. 
Another way to deal with correlated responses within cohorts is to introduce random effects for the 
cohorts. Then, conditional on a specific cohort, individual responses within a cohort are assumed to be 
independent. Zeger. et al. (1988) refer to this method as a "subject-specific" approach. 
An example of this approach is the frailty model proposed by Vaupel, et al. (1979). The frailty 
is a continuous random variable corresponding to an unobserved random effect, with mean zero and 
positive variance, which accounts from differences among cohorts. It is assumed that the frailty acts 
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multiplicatively on the hazard. Then the conditional hazard function in the proportional hazards 
framework is 
Ao(<|a:,- Zi) = :iho{t)exp(xil3) (12) 
where is the frailty, ho{t) is the baseline hazard and x, is a covariate for the ith cohort. Usually 
the distribution of Z is assumed to be either gamma, inverse Gaussian, or positive stable. Often the 
baseline hcizard is taken to be Weibull. A general review of frailty models is given by Costigan and Klein 
(1993). Frailty models require a detailed model specification for which the previous semi-parametric 
approach and evaluation of maximum likelihood estimates can be a very complex numerical task. Frailty 
models would be preferred if there was interest in predicting the rcindom effects for individucd cohorts. 
Since this is not of interest in the applications considered in the second paper, we do not give further 
consideration to frailty models. 
Since some beetle eggs are not viable and will never hatch, we need to consider a limited failure 
population where some individuals are not subject to failure. In general, this model is specified by 
5-(0 =^5i(<) + (l-0 (13) 
where S i ( t )  is a parametric survivor function aiid ^ is the proportion of the population subject to 
failure. Meeker (1987) describes a limited failure Weibull model which we adopt in our semi-parametric 
approach. Based on simulation, he concludes that at least 80 % of the population which is subject to 
failure must be observed to fail to obtain reliable estimates of ^ and the parameters of Si(<). Koehler 
and McGovern (1990) and Koehler (1994) also discuss applications of limited failure Weibull models. 
4 Dissertation organization 
This dissertation is organized into four major parts in the paper format. The first part is the general 
introduction to explain the motivation behind the work, the justification for the work, and the literature 
review and other details which are not contained in the papers. The next two parts are two papers in 
the form to be submitted to journals which contain an independent list of references. The final part 
is the the general conclusion to unify the conclusions from the two papers. References within the two 
papers are given in a section at the conclusion of the paper. The references for the general introduction 
are given at the conclusion of the thesis. 
The first paper is a simulation study dealing with the Cox proportional hazards model for interval 
censored data. This approach is based on adapting the underlying continuous model for the data to 
the grouped data. 
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The second paper develops a robust variance estimator for interval censored and correlated life event 
data. Additionally, a goodness of fit test is developed for comparison of two nested models for this type 
of data. 
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THE EFFECT OF INTERVAL CENSORING ON PARTIAL 
LIKELIHOOD ANALYSIS OF PROPORTIONAL HAZARDS MODELS 
Rebecca J. Benner and Kenneth J. Koehler 
A paper to be submitted to Biometrics 
Abstract 
Methods for adjusting the effects of interval censoring on partial likelihood analysis of proportional 
hcizards models are compared using a simulation study. The Efron approximation is shown to be superior 
to the Breslow approximation, but both methods tend to break down as the number of tied event times 
created by interval censoring increases or treatment effects increase. Estimates of treatment effects 
tend to be biased toward zero for both methods. The Efron method is shown to closely approximate 
the geometric mean of the partial likelihoods for all possible orderings of tied event times, while the 
arithmetic mean of all possible likelihoods more closely approximates the results that would be obtained 
if the exact event times were known. Geometric and arithmetic means of random samples of possible 
partial likelihoods are considered for situations with larger numbers of tied failure times. 
KEY WORDS: Cox proportional hazards, interval censored failure times, ties. 
1 Introduction 
The focus of this paper is the estimation of the covariate effects in the Cox proportioned hcizards 
model. Application of partial likelihood estimation procedures depends on the assumption that the 
failure times are positive continuous random variables. Practical limitations of many medical and 
ecological studies, however, only allow subjects to be checked at regular inspection intervals, and exact 
failure times are often not recorded. The discreteness arising from the interval censoring of failure times 
leads to problems in applying partial likelihood estimation when the ordering of failure times cannot 
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be uniquely determined. Two popular methods for adjusting the partial likelihood have been proposed 
by Breslow (1974) and Efron (1977). 
We first demonstrate that the Efron approximation is generally superior to the Breslow approxima­
tion. Secondly, a more extensive set of simulations are used to more carefully exaimine how the accuracy 
of the Efron approximation deteriorates as the percentage of tied feulure times and size of the treatment 
effect increase. Finally the Efron approximation is compared to the use of either the arithmetic mean 
or the geometric mean of the set of partial likelihoods corresponding to all possible orderings of the 
failure times within inspection intervals. 
1.1 Modification of the pstrtial likelihood for tied failure times 
We restrict attention to the Cox proportioned hazard function h { t  | x) = h o ( t )  exp(x'/3), where h o { t )  
is the baseline hazard function, x' = (xi,x2, Xp) is a vector of covariates, and /3 is the vector of 
parameters to be estimated. Suppose that exact failure times are available for k  of the n  subjects in the 
study who are observed to fail. Times for the remaining n — A: subjects are right censored. Ordering the 
failure times i(i) < tfo) < ••• < i(k)' the risk set, denoted by /i,-, is the set of subjects who are still sdive 
and uncensored just before time ((,). Let X(,-) denote the values of the explanatory variables associated 
with the ith ordered failure time i(,). To avoid specification and estimation of fio(t), Cox (1972, 1975) 
suggested that /3 could be estimated by mciximizing a portion of the full likelihood, 
exp(x'(,-,;3) 
known as the partial likelihood. Andersen, et al. (1993) and Fleming and Harrington (1991) use 
the theory of counting processes to establish the consistency and asymptotic normality of the partial 
likelihood estimator when the exact failure times are available. 
In practice, tied failure times appear in the data due to practical limitations in the ability to 
continuously monitor subjects. When tied failure times occur, the partial likelihood function is undefined 
because the ordering of tied failure times is unknown. Tied failure times occur for interval censored 
data whenever more than one failure occurs in a single inspection interval. Breslow's (1974) suggestion 
is to use 
^ exp(s',../3) 
as the partial likelihood, where S(,) = *0) the sum of the covariate values for the (f, subjects 
failing in the ith inspection interval. This method uses the same denominator for each member of a set of 
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tied failure times, which tends to make the denominator too lairge since no failures cire removed from the 
risk set until the next inspection interval. However, KalbSeisch and Prentice (1980) and Fleming and 
Harrington (1991) both indicate that the Breslow approximation should provide a good estimate of if 
di is small compared to the number of subjects in the risk set lU for all i. Kalbfieisch and Street (1990) 
also claim that this method is satisfactory for smjJl numbers of tied failure times and note that most 
software packages use this method as the default method due to the ease of programming. Kaibfleisch 
and Prentice (1980) express some concern about bias associated with the Breslow approximation cmd 
indicate that an alternative modification of the partial likelihood suggested by Efron (1977) may work 
better when the diS are small. Therneau (1994) also suggests that the Efron approximation should 
work better, and it is the default for his programs. 
Efron's (1977) modification to the peirtial likelihood is 
1 '^1 
>=1 ni=i exp(x'^^) - exp(x'^/3)] 
where £>,• is the set of subjects who failed in the Jth inspection interval. This method does not use the 
same denominator for each case in a set of tied values. The denominators are arithmetic means of all 
possible denominators that could appear at that point in the partial likelihood. Both the Breslow and 
Efron appro-ximations reduce to the partial likelihood L(/3) in (1) when there are no tied failure times 
in the data. If tied failure times are numerous, Kaibfleisch and Prentice (1980) recommend using a 
discrete model instead of either the Breslow or Efron approximations. 
Efron (1977) motivated his modification as an approximation to an average of partial likelihoods for 
all possible orderings of tied feiilure times. Using the actual mean, instead of the Breslow or Efron ap­
proximations, may provide an improved estimator of /3. We consider both the arithmetic and geometric 
means of all the possible partial likelihoods. 
Consider the situation where subjects are inspected at 6 — 1 inspection times, cind failure times are 
interval censored with respect to the resulting set of b inspection intervals. The last interval contains 
any subject that has not failed by the final inspection time. Let m,- = d, ! denote the number of possible 
orderings for the failures observed in the ith inspection interval. Then the arithmetic mean of the 
partial likelihood for eJI of the possible orderings of the tied failure times in each inspection interval is 
6 .  m,  
LA(/3) = n —(4) 
.=1 A:=L 
where Lik(^) is given by (1) with k replaced by d, zind the risk set Rik depends on the itth ordering 
of the failures in the tth inspection interval. This likelihood is proportional to the method proposed by 
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Kalbfleisch and Prentice (1973). Alternatively, using the geometric meein of the contributions to the 
partial likelihood for all possible orderings of the failures in ezich interval yields 
b  /  m ,  
Lcim = n n L m / 3 )  .  (5) 
1=1 \fc=rl /  
Either (4) or (5) can be meiximized to obtain an estimate for 0 .  
A practical limitation of either approach is that the number of partial likelihoods in the mean 
increases exponentially as the number of tied failure times within an inspection interval increases. This 
limitation can be avoided by averaging across a random sample from the set of possible orderings of 
the failures in any inspection interval with a large number of tied failure times. For the simple case of 
a treatment versus a control and no other covariates, the number of unique possible likelihoods for an 
inspection interval with i/, of the rf, failures in the treatment group reduces from <f,! to (^|). 
1.2 Relationships among approximations 
Using the relationship between geometric and arithmetic means, it is easy to show that Le{0)  < 
^g(/3) < for 0- From this perspective, the Efron approximation is a better approximation 
to the geometric mean of all possible partial likelihoods than to the arithmetic mean. 
The proof of the result follows from the well-known fact that if a j  > 0 for all j = 1 k. then 
^.=1 J  
with equality only if a j  =  a  for all j  = 1 k .  Consequently, L a i / S )  < £a(/3). Furthermore. 
LE {0) < LG (I3) can be established by comparing corresponding factors. Let aj = e.xp{xj-^) for the 
7 = 1 di failures recorded in the /th inspection interval, and define a, = Then 
the ith factor in (5) can be written as 
=. g. 
(«•) (nj=i(a. - ^i)) (rijli nf=i;j<«(a. - - «<)) • • • (a. - Ej=i 
where / = ^ (d-i) factor in (3) can be written as 
nt. 
(« . )  (« .  -  i  eU (- •  -  i  -i )  ^  i:?u .  » i )  
(7) 
(8) 
Corresponding factors in the denominator of (7) and (8) are geometric and arithmetic means, respec­
tively, of the same set of values. If follows that Le{0) < Lc^P) for any > 0. 
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Table 1 Exjimple with six inspection intervals and five tied failure times in one 
inspection intervcil 
Interval 1 2 3 4 4 4 4 4 5 6 
Extreme Ordering (A) 0 1 0 0  0  1 1 1  0 1 
Extreme Ordering (B) 0 1 0 1 1 1 0  0  0 1 
Obviously, Le{0) = Lcifi) = when /3 = 0. and all three partial likelihoods have the same 
score function, but second partial derivatives differ across methods. These partial likelihoods are also 
equal if all cases that failed in a particular inspection interval have the same set of covariate values. In 
either case, the ordering of the failures within an inspection interval has no consequence. Although the 
Breslow approximation yields a partial likelihood that is smaller than L^O), it has a shape similar to 
Le{P) when the number of tied failure times is not too large. Then the value of /3 which maximizes 
Lb{P) will be close to the estimate obtained by maximizing Le{.0)- Otherwise maximization of Lb(^) 
can lead to an estimate of p that tends to be biased toward zero. 
To illustrate this relationship among partial likelihoods, consider the example in Table 1 with six 
inspection intervals and five failures occurring in one inspection interval. Treatment group failures are 
indicated by 1 and control group failures are indicated by 0. The true ordering of the five failures in 
the fourth inspection interval has been lost to interval censoring in this example. The possible ordering 
labeled Extreme Ordering (A) produces the minimum possible value o( 3 = -0.7175. The possible 
ordering labeled Extreme Ordering (B) yields the maximum possible value of j = -0.0516. Log partial 
likelihoods for the orderings corresponding to the minimum and maximum of the possible values for 
3 are shown in Figure 1 along with the natural logarithms of LA(I3), Lc[3), LE(I3) and LB(3)- The 
maximum partial likelihood estimate for each methods is shown in Table 1 and denoted by in 
Figure 1. Note that the natural logarithms of LA(3). LG(3), and LEOS) are all between the log partial 
likelihoods of the two extreme cases of orderings. .\lthough log Lb(/3) falls well below the rest of the 
log partial likelihoods, it is closest in shape to LG(3) in the sense that the ratio of the two log partial 
likelihoods is closest to one. Also, the value of 3 obtained from the Breslow log partial likelihood is 
similzu" to the values of /? obtained from the other methods for this example. 
1.3 Review of previous simulation studies 
Kalbfleisch and Prentice (1973) performed a simulation study for the two sample problem with 
baseline exponential failure rates with 3 = 0.50. They compared estimates of 0 obtained by maximizing 
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Extreme Orderings 
Arithmetic Mean 
Geometric Mean 
Efron Approximation 
Breslow Approximation 
-0.6 -0.4 
Beta 
-0.2 0.0 
Figure 1 Log partial likelihoods for the data in Table 1 
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Table 2 Results for different methods of estimation for the data in Table 1 
Estimation Estimated 
Method 0 Variance of 0 
Breslow -0.4088 0.4519 
Efron -0.3744 0.4514 
Geometric -0.3867 0.4663 
Arithmetic -0.4197 0.5059 
with estimates obtained from the discrete logistic likelihood suggested by Cox (1972), for various 
sets of inspection intervals. There was no rzindom censoring and they used total sample sizes of 80 and 
400 with equal allocation to both groups. They concluded that mziximizing La{0) provided a fairly 
stable estimator for 0 as the width of the inspection intervals increased, although it was slightly biased 
for small samples, and the bias of the estimator based on Cox's logistic model increased as the width 
of the inspection intervals increased. 
Farewell and Prentice (1980) compared five maximum partial likelihood estimation methods includ­
ing adaptations of the Breslow and Efron approximations for case-control studies. They generated data 
from the discrete logistic model proposed by Cox (1972). Except for the matched pair situation, they 
concluded that neither the Breslow nor the Efron approximations should be used in either case-control 
or prospective studies when the fraction of subjects failing at any given time is large. They also con­
cluded that an adjusted quadratic estimator, which is a noniterative odds ratio estimator derived from 
a second order Taylor scries approximation to the log partial likelihood from the Cox discrete logistic 
model for discrete failure times at d = 0, was a better estimator for the examples they studied. 
simulation study by Costanza and Nichola (1982) examined the effects of the amount random 
censoring on estimates of /? obtained from the Breslow approximation for the partial likelihood. They 
fit a proportional hazards model to a a large set of data with no censoring and re-analyzed the resulting 
simulated data sets. Then, they imposed different levels of random censoring. For large samples they 
concluded that estimation of 0 and any subsequent inferences are not reliable when the amount of 
censoring is greater than 75 %. They also found that the level of random censoring had little effect on 
inferences about /3. 
Johnson, et al. (1982) simulated the small sample behavior of maximum partial likelihood estimators 
for i3 in cases with treatment and control groups and the possibility of an additional covariate which 
could be discrete (with either two or five levels) or continuous (uniformon an interval). Overall, observed 
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test sizes agreed closely with nominal levels. They concluded that if the total sample size was greater 
than 40, then the bias of the estimators was small, asymptotic variance formulas were only slightly 
smaller than simulated variances, and power sizes were reasonable, provided that the treatment and 
control groups had the same number of subjects. They found no difference in the results due to type 
of variable included as the second covariate, but there tended to be more bias in the cases where the 
treatment and control units were not equally divided at each level of the covariate. 
More recently, Hertz-Picciotto and Rockhill (1997) compaired the performcince of the Breslow and 
Efron approximations with the discrete logistic partizil likelihood proposed by Cox (1972) for total 
sample sizes of 50, 100, 500, and 1000 with equal allocation to treatment and control groups. They 
varied the inspection intervals to have averages of 2.5, 5, or 10 failures per inspection interval, but 
considered only one value of = 0.6931. and did not consider effects of random censoring. Their 
simulations showed that the Breslow approximation tends to underestimate 0 while the discrete logistic 
estimator tends to overestimate /?. Hence they recommend the Efron appro.ximation for tied failure 
time data. 
Our comparison of the Breslow and Efron approximations agree with the findings of these other 
researchers, but we have performed a more extensive investigation of the Efron approximation to de­
termine conditions under which it begins to break down. In addition, we examine more closely the 
behavior of estimators of 3 based on maximizing either the arithmetic mean or the geometric mean of 
the partial likelihoods for all possible orderings of tied failure times. 
Since interval censored data result from imprecise monitoring of a continuous random variable, we 
consider only methods which view the underlying failure times as continuous. Hence, the discrete 
logistic partial likelihood proposed by Cox (1972) was not included in our simulation study because it is 
intended for data which are truly discrete, and when failures can only occur at specified points in time. 
As previously noted, simulation studies have shown that that the estimator of fS from the Cox's discrete 
logistic model does not perform as well as the Efron method for interval censored data. Furthermore, 
Kalbfleisch and Prentice (1973) and (1980) show that the discrete logistic model does not provide a 
consistent estimator of j3. 
2 Averaging across all possible orderings 
When the number of failures in any single inspection interval is not too large, estimates of 0 can be 
obtained by maximizing either La{^) or Lg(^)- We accomplished this by modifying a version of of the 
Package for Survival Analysis in S written and made available from StatLib by Terry M. Therneau. For 
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larger numbers of tied failure times, we approximated La{P ) and Lc{ /3 )  by averaging partial likelihoods 
for a random sample of possible orderings. 
2.1 Numericid procedures 
When there are no tied failure times, Themeau's progrzmi uses a modified Newton-Raphson Algo­
rithm to maximize the log partial likelihood 
ln(Z:(^)) = z{,,^ ~ 51 f H exp(xiy3)'j . (9) 
i=l t=l \t&R, / 
The components of the score function are 
-  h  "" h  
for j  =  I p. and the required second partial derivatives are 
6 
= -E d- ln{L{0) )  _  ^  
d3jd0 ' j  1=1 (E<6fl. exp(x</?))" 
- HieR.  HisR .  exp(xi/3) (11) 
(E^6fl.exp(x',/3))-
Therneau's program uses a convergence criteria of 0.0001 applied to the absolute value of one minus 
the ratio of the log partial likelihoods for the previous and current values of the estimate for /3. When 
tied failure times arise from interval censored data, failure times are simply entered as if failures only 
occur at the end of inspection intervals. 
6 6 / m, \ 
ln(Z,A(^)) = -^ln(m.) + ^ln (^Lik(j3) j . (12) 
1=1 1=1 \Jt=i / 
and where L,jt(/3) takes the same form as (9). Censored failure times are handled in a corresponding 
manner. The components of the score function are 
51n(i^(^)) 
Er=ii..(/3) ' ^ ^ 
where d\T i ( L i k ( ^ ) ) /d j3 ,  is the same form as (10). Finally elements of the matrix of second partial 
derivatives of (12) are 
^ L i k m  
\ k=l  
dHLikm 
d0r 
m. 
i k = l  
(14) 
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where 
,,,ain(L„OT)ain(il»(/3)) , InfeW) 
sm=^um — — h 
and d- ln(i,fc(/3))/5/?j5/?r has the same form as (11). 
Similarly, the natural logarithm of the geometric mean of the partial likelihoods for all possible 
orderings is 
ln(i<;(^)) = ^^fj;in(L,fc(/3)). (16) 
1=1 k=i  
The components of the score function are 
dlndcm 1 ^d l n j L i k m  
and the elements of the matrix of second partial derivatives are 
a^ln(£G(.a)) 1 ^g^ln(L,fc(;3)) 
d3,d3r  ^ '  
2.2 Random sampling of possible orderings 
When the number of failures in an inspection interval is too large, the computational burden of eval­
uating partial likelihoods for all of the possible orderings may exceed available computational resources. 
Then, an approximation to an average across all possible orderings is obtained by averaging across a 
random sample of possible orderings. Kalbfleisch and Prentice (1973) recommend that a sample of pos­
sible orderings be used for inspection intervals containing seven or more tied failure times. We further 
modified Therneau's program to do this within any particular inspection interval where the number of 
failures exceeds a user specified bound. 
Several data sets were analyzed to investigate how randomly sampling a subset of possible orderings 
affects variability in the estimation of 3. Each data set had one inspection interval with either seven 
or eight tied failure times, and half of the failures were from the treatment group and half were from 
the control group. For each data set we first computed 3 by maximizing the arithmetic mean of all 
possible partial likelihoods. Next, 3 was estimated by maximizing the arithmetic means of 1000 and 
5000 randomly selected orderings. Sampling was done with replacement from the set of all possible 
orderings. The process was repeated so that each data set was analyzed 100 times with 100 different 
randomly selected subsets of the possible orderings. 
The minimum and maximum deviations in the 100 samples from /? based on all the possible orderings 
are shown in Table 3. Additionally, we used the estimated value of the standard error of 3 based on 
all the possible orderings to compute the percentage increase in the standard error due to random 
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Table 3 Effects of seimpling possible orderings for the arithmetic mean of par­
tial likelihoods 
Maximum Estimated 3 1000 Orderings 5000 Orderings 
Sample Ties Expected for £ill 
Size in ciny Percentage Possible Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum 
Interval of Ties Orderings Deviation Deviation Deviation Deviation 
16 7 23 -0.8097 -0.0087 0.0075 -0.0038 0.0033 
20 8 25 -0.6813 -0.0091 0.0094 -0.0047 0.0037 
16 8 28 -0.9137 -0.0115 0.0119 -0.0049 0.0055 
12 7 38 0.0625 -0.0167 0.0208 -0.0078 0.0075 
12 7 39 -0.3184 -0.0081 0.0100 -0.0051 0.0048 
10 7 54 -0.0264 -0.0203 0.0234 -0.0087 0.0070 
sampling when compared to the standard error of /? including the variance due to random sampling 
possible orderings and found that in all cases this was one. However, the simulation variance in 8 for 
selecting 1000 possible orderings was between 2 and 2.4 times larger than for selecting 5000 for the six 
examples studied. We conclude that if there are more than seven tied failure times in any one inspection 
interval, then we can replace all of the possible orderings with only a sample of 5000 possible orderings 
of failure times and still get a speedy, reliable estimate of 3 for one data set. The results for randomly 
sampling possible orderings for the geometric mean of partial likelihoods were similar. 
3 Simulation studies 
Simulation studies were performed to compare properties of estimators of 3 obtained from the 
Breslow and Efron approximations with the estimators obtained by mciximizing the arithmetic and 
geometric means of partial likelihoods for all possible orderings of tied failure times arising from interval 
censoring. These estimators are denoted by 3B-^E-^A. andJc. respectively. The first study considers 
small samples with five cases in each of two treatment groups and four inspection intervcds. The second 
study investigates larger, more realistic samples where simulated approximations to averages of partial 
likelihoods for all possible orderings of tied failure times are more often used. 
Estimators are compared with respect to the following properties. The bias of eeich estimator for 
3 was estimated as the difference between the average of the estimate from the simulated samples and 
the true 0 value. The ratio computed as the average of the estimates of variance calculated from the 
simulated information matrices divided by the sample variance of the estimates from the simulation 
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was computed to assess the accuracy of the asymptotic veiriance estimator. The quality of inferences 
is assessed by examining the coverage rates of confidence intervcils for /?, which is the proportion of 
confidence intervals computed from the simulated data sets that contain the true value of /?. 
3.1 Computations 
All of the computations for data simulation and pcurameter estimation were done using Splus Version 
3.1 Release 1 for DEC RISC. ULTRIX 4.3 at Iowa State University. The various estimation methods 
were evaluated with our modification of the Package for Survival Analysis in S written by Terry M. 
Therneau. This program was modified to maximize both the arithmetic mean and the geometric mean 
of the possible partial likelihoods for all possible orderings of tied failure times. Means of a random 
sample of 1000 possible orderings were used when there were more than seven tied failure times in an 
inspection interval. 
Each run of the simulation consisted of 1000 simulated sets of exact failure times generated from a 
standard exponentisd baseline hcizard function for a particular combination of sample size, true value of 
3. and censoring level. In each case, a proportional hazards model was fit to the simulated failure times 
before any interval censoring was imposed. Then, each set of simulated failure times was progressively 
interval censored to obtain coarser levels of interval censoring and estimates of j3 were obtained from 
LB(3).LEIL3).LA(0]. and LG{!3). 
3.2 Monotoae partial likelihood 
A monotone partial likelihood occurs when either the value of the covariate at each failure time is the 
largest of the covariate values in the risk set at that particular point or when the covariate value at each 
failure time is always the smallest of the covEiriate values in the risk set. In such cases the maximum 
partial likelihood estimator for /? does not exist, and it is often detected by the failure of the estimation 
procedure to converge. Bryson and Johnson (1981) recommend that any simulated data exhibiting this 
problem should be removed and replaced, and the results of the study should be conditioned on the 
estimate of 0 being finite. In the following simulation studies, results for samples with a monotone 
partial likelihood are excluded, but are not replaced, because data that are monotone with respect to 
the exact failure times, may no longer be monotone when higher levels of interval censoring are induced. 
If the data are nearly monotone in that all the failures from one group precede those from the other 
group with the exception of one inspection interval which contains failures from both groups, then the 
Breslow and Efron approximations and geometric mean of partial likelihoods methods will provide a 
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finite estimate of 0. If there is no such inspection interval cind the data are still monotone after interval 
censoring, then there will be no finite estimate of 0 for any of these methods. The arithmetic mean of 
possible pMtiai likelihoods is more sensitive to monotone data, but in the simulations in the worst case, 
we dropped only seventeen data sets for this method. The estimate of /? that maximizes the arithmetic 
mean of pjirtial likelihoods for a set of possible orderings of the tied failure times will not e.xist if any 
one of the possible orderings produces a monotone case. For the other methods there were only one or 
two data sets which were dropped. 
4 Small sample simulations 
The small sample behavior of /?B, /?£, and 0g- are compared for total sample size ten. These 
results can be compared to the results of simulations with larger, more realistic sample sizes given in 
Section 5. We assess the behaviors of the estimators in terms of bias, the ratio of the average asymptotic 
variance values to the simulation variance, and coverage rates. 
E.xact failure times were generated with a standard exponential as a baseline hazard for situations 
where five units were allocated to each of two groups. The exact failure times were grouped into four 
inspection intervals of equal length, to provide tied failure times. Any exact failure time which exceeded 
the upper endpoint of the the fourth inspection intervjJ was recorded as right censored. Three values 
of 3 were considered: 0, 0.5, and 1.0. .A.ny data set that exhibited a monotone partial likelihood for 
any estimation method was deleted and replaced for the small sample simulations. If there were nine 
tied failure times in an inspection interval, then we used a random sample of 5000 possible orderings of 
those failure times, otherwise we considered all the possible orderings. 
Results from the first phase of the small sample simulations are shown in Table 4. These results 
agree with the simulation results for larger sample sizes presented in Section 5. Estimates of 0 tend 
to be biased toward zero for LB{0), LE(0), and LG(0)- In spite of the larger bias, mean squared 
error of the Breslow approximation was smaller than the mean squared error of the arithmetic mean of 
possible partial likelihoods. The last column is the percentage of 95 % confidence intervals computed 
from the simulated data which contain the true value of 3. All of the methods provided a reasonable 
approximation to the nominal level of coverage. 
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Table 4 Bias, vairiance ratio, and coverage rate for 95 % confidence intervals 
for simulations with toted sample size=10 
True Value Estimator Bias Variance Coverage 
of 5 Ratio Rate 
0.0 ^Exact -0.0017 0.8974 0.982 
0.0 0B 0.0014 1.3672 1.000 
0.0 0E 0.0003 0.9900 0.990 
0.0 0G 0.0003 0.9624 0.993 
0.0 3A -0.0029 0.8926 0.989 
0.5 ^Exact -0.0261 1.1029 0.981 
0.5 3B -0.1454 1.8017 0.991 
0.5 3E -0.0726 1.2420 0.981 
0.5 3G -0.0515 1.1975 0.982 
0.5 3A 0.0367 0.3090 0.982 
1.0 ^E-xact -0.1404 1.1871 0.960 
1.0 3B -0.4676 2.6121 0.950 
I.O 3E -0.3162 1.7036 0.940 
1.0 3c  -0.2694 1.6400 0.940 
1.0 3A -0.1244 1.7230 0.940 
5 Simulation studies with larger sample sizes 
The objective of these simulation studies is to assess the effects of ties in failure times on the esti­
mation of /?, the coefficient in the proportional hazards model for the two sample problem of treatment 
versus control in larger, more realistic sample sizes. The first phase is the comparison of estimates from 
the Efron and Breslow approximations to the partial likelihood. The second phase is a more extensive 
investigation of the properties of the Efron approximation partial likelihood. Finally, the third phase 
provides a comparison of the Efron approximation with results from the arithmetic and geometric means 
of all possible partial likelihoods. 
5.1 Study design 
The following five factors were considered in this study. 
Covariate Structure. The covariate structure corresponds to a treatment group and a control 
group with equal allocation to each group. Kalish and Harrington (1988) investigated the efficiency 
of this equal allocation for comparing treatments with respect to survival for the proportional heizards 
model. They conclude that the balanced design is slightly less efficient for leirger values of 0 or higher 
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amounts of censoring when compared to optimal designs which allocate more subjects to the treatment 
group, but they still recommend use of the balanced design because of the impracticality of the optimal 
design. 
Sample Size. Total sample sizes of n = 50 and 100 were chosen for the initial phases of this study. 
These values are similar to the choices used by Johnson, et al. (1982), Loughin (1995), and Burr (1994). 
The final phase investigated n = 50 only. 
True Value of /3. True values of /? = 0,1.2 were examined in the first phase. The second phase 
considered JidditioncJ values of 0 = 1.25,1.50.1.75,2.25, and 2.50. The third phase focused only on the 
five largest values of 0. 
Censoring. The two levels of censoring were chosen for the first two phases of the study, with Type 
I censoring only corresponding to the low level and, and Type I eind random censoring corresponding 
to the high level. Zero censoring was not considered since it would seldom be observed in a cliniccil trial 
with a fixed endpoint. For the final phase only the low level of censoring was considered. 
The low level censoring was implemented by right censoring of any observed failure time which 
exceeded an appropriate upper value considered to be the end of the trial. The low level of censoring 
depends on the value of 0 and rzinged from about 8 % to 16 %. The high level of censoring was chosen 
to be 40 % in total when considering both the Type I and random censoring, which is larger than the 
percentage used by Loughin (1995) and smaller than the percentage used by Burr (1994), but similar to 
the censoring percentages in examples considered by Fleming and Harrington (1991), Kalbfleisch and 
Street (1990), Lee (1992) and Lawless (1982). 
The random censoring mechanism was constructed to be similar to that of Burr (1994). Censoring 
times were generated independently of failure times. The censoring times were generated from a Uniform 
(0,c) distribution and the ith failure time was censored if it exceeded the corresponding censoring time. 
Otherwise, the uncensored simulated survival time was recorded. Values of c which gave 40 % censoring 
were determined individually for each value of 0. 
Interval censoring. Initially three level of interval censoring were considered, which roughly 
correspond to "Monthly", "Quarterly", and "Yearly" inspections in a five year study. Define a "Month" 
to consist of 30 days, a "Quarter" to be 90 days and a "Year" to be 360 days. The final inspection 
time was set at 1800 "Days", the total inspection period could be partitioned into 60 "Months", 20 
"Quarters", or 5 "Years" as possible sets of inspection intervcils. Interval censored data were produced 
by counting the number of exact failure times in each inspection interval. Addition^ levels of interval 
censoring corresponding to 15, 10, 8, 6. or 4 inspection intervals of equal length were considered in the 
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Table 5 Bias, variance ratio, and coverage rate for 95 % confidence intervals 
for exact failure times averaged over level of censoring and sample size 
True Value Bias Veiricince Coverage 
of;? Ratio Rate 
0.00 -0.0003 0.9780 95.4 
0.50 0.0218 0.9825 94.9 
1.00 0.0121 0.9947 95.3 
1.25 0.0099 0.9412 95.0 
1.50 0.0310 0.9606 95.3 
1.75 0.0306 0.9896 95.9 
2.00 0.0423 0.9413 95.0 
2.25 0.0581 0.9470 95.8 
2.50 0.0662 0.9780 96.2 
second phase of the study. Only 10.8,6,5 and 4 inspection intervals of equal length were considered in 
the third phase of the study. 
5.2 Results of simulations with larger sample sizes 
The results from these simulations fall into four categories: results concerning the exact failure times, 
results comparing the Efron and Breslow approximation methods, results consisting of a more in-depth 
study of the Efron approximation, and results comparing the Efron approximation to the arithmetic 
and geometric means of all possible partial likelihoods. 
5.2.1 Exact failiu-es 
The simulated exact failure times contain no tied failure times. Thus, the only factors are the sample 
size, true value of and level of censoring. There were no occurrences of monotone likelihood for any 
of the simulated data sets in the first phase of the study. Since results for bias and coverage rates for 
95 % confidence intervals were similar for both levels of censoring and both sample sizes, only averages 
across levels of censoring and sample sizes are shown in Table 5. 
These results indicate that the bias of 3 increases as 0 moves away from zero. Beyond 3 = 2, the 
distribution of 3 was not well approximated by the normal distribution. However, coverage rates of 
asymptotic 95 % confidence intervals approximately maintained the nominal level. This matches results 
reported by Costanza and Nichola (1982) and Johnson, et. al (1982). 
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Table 6 Comparison of the Efron and Breslow approximations averaged over 
levels of censoring cind sample sizes 
True Value Number of 
of 3 Intervals 
Bias Variance Ratio Coverage Rate 
Efron Breslow Efron Breslow Efron Breslow 
0 60 
0 20 
0 5 
-0.0003 -0.0002 
-0.0001 -0.0002 
-0.0006 -0.0005 
0.9791 1.0043 
0.9814 1.0589 
0.9907 1.3312 
95.4 95.7 
95.4 96.2 
95.5 97.9 
1 60 
I 20 
1 5 
0.0084 -0.0136 
0.0004 -0.0628 
-0.0511 -0.2566 
0.9958 1.0420 
0.9991 1.1355 
1.0351 1.6282 
95.3 95.5 
95.2 95.4 
95.3 89.7 
2 60 
2 20 
2 5 
0.0300 -0.0527 
-0.0025 -0.2288 
-0.2422 -0.8150 
0.9448 1.0141 
0.9604 1.1637 
1.0128 1.7282 
95.0 93.9 
94.6 88.8 
86.5 30.4 
5.2.2 Comparison of the Efron and Breslow approximations 
In phase one of the simulation study, the Efron and Breslow approximations were compared for three 
levels of the true value of 3 and three levels of interval censoring. The results indicate that the most 
important factors for determining bias and coverage rates are the true value of /? and the level of interval 
censoring. The effects of sample size and level of random censoring are relatively small. Consequently, 
estimates of bias, ratios of average asymptotic variance to simulation variance, and coverage rates for 
95 % confidence intervals are averaged over the levels of random censoring and sample size. The results 
are reported in Table 6. 
The effects of jS and level of interval censoring were more pronounced for the Breslow approximation 
than the Efron approximation. In both cases as the true value of 3 or the amount of interval censoring 
increased, the estimate of /? exhibited more bicis toward zero. The Efron approximation provided ratios 
of average asymptotic variance to simulation variance that were closer to one. The amount of interval 
censoring had a larger effect on this ratio for the Breslow approximation. Although a difference in 
the average length of 95 % confidence intervals was not found between the two methods, the Efron 
approximation weis much better at maintaining the nominal confidence level for higher levels of interval 
censoring and larger values of /?. 
An alternative covariate structure with four treatment groups of 25 patients each was also considered. 
True values of /3 were (1.0,1.5,2.0)'. Only the low censoring level was considered. The bias and coverage 
rates for 95 % confidence intervcils for each /?,-, show in Table 7, correspond to the previous results for 
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Table 7 Bias, variance ratio, and coverage rate for 95 % confidence intervals 
for four treatment groups where /3' = (1.0.1.5,2.0) 
Number Efron Breslow 
Of 01 = 1-0 lO II 03 = 2.0 01 = 1.0 02= 1.5 0Z = 2.0 
Intervals Bias 
Exact 0.0384 0.0351 0.0643 0.0389 0.0353 0.0644 
60 0.0374 0.0337 0.0606 0.0110 -0.0186 -0.0344 
20 0.0344 0.0252 0.0389 -0.0431 -0.1236 -0.2199 
10 0.0305 0.0096 -0.0231 -0.1178 -0.2646 -0.4654 
6 0.0204 -0.0291 -0.1431 -0.2125 -0.4344 -0.7358 
5 0.0139 -0.0522 -0.2209 -0.2549 -0.5092 -0.8533 
Variemce Ratio 
Exact 0.9223 0.9464 0.9432 0.9258 0.9475 0.9434 
60 0.9220 0.9488 0.9418 0.9821 1.0222 1.0359 
20 0.9304 0.9564 0.9646 1.1067 1.1810 1.2614 
10 0.9442 0.9629 1.0036 1.3056 1.4159 1.5553 
6 0.9284 1.0464 1.1364 1.5719 1.8471 2.0134 
5 0.9552 1.0149 1.1789 1.7377 1.9229 2.1452 
Coverage Rate of 95 % Confidence Intervals 
Exact 94.8 95.2 95.0 94.9 95.2 95.0 
60 94.8 95.2 94.6 95.7 95.6 95.4 
20 95.2 95.3 94.6 97.0 94.9 92.4 
10 95.0 95.1 95.0 96.2 89.6 72.8 
6 95.0 95.7 92.8 94.0 78.3 39.0 
5 95.0 95.4 90.4 92.4 68.6 23.8 
the single covariate case. Properties of estimators from the Breslow approximation deteriorate more 
quickly as the level of interval censoring increases. 
5.2.3 Further analysis of the Efron approximation 
Since the Efron approximation performed considerably better than the Breslow approximation, we 
decided to more closely examine the Efron approximation to determine the levels of interval censoring 
and values of 0 where it begins to seriously break down. We zidded additional values of 0 and levels of 
interval censoring and kept sample sizes of 50 and 100 and the same low and high levels of censoring. 
Contour plots of the simulated bias and the coverage rates of 95 % confidence intervals averaged 
over the two levels of censoring and two scimple sizes are shown in Figures 2 and 3, respectively. The 
cases considered in the simulation study are shown in Table 8. Both plots exhibit the same general 
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pattern. The Efron approximation is reasonably reliable in this case when the relative lengths of the 
inspection interval is less than 0.1 or the true vjJue of ^ is less than 1.5, but it is accurate for larger 
values of 0 if the percentage of ties created by the interval censoring is sufficiently small. 
The simulated varicinces for are quite close to the estimates obtained by evaluating the asymptotic 
variance formula at /?£. Hence, the poor coverage rates for confidence intervals derived from asymptotic 
normal distributions seem to largely depend on the increasing bias of 0e as either /? becomes large or 
interval censoring generates more tied observations. 
To relate the relative length of the inspection intervals to the level of tied failure times, we computed 
the expected overall percentage of tied failure times, the expected percentage of ties within each of the 
treatment and control groups, and the expected percentage of tied failure times involving one member 
of the treatment group and one member of the control group. These expectations were based on 
the underlying stcindard exponential hazard used to generate the failure times. Results are shown in 
Table 9. We explored the relationship between each of these four percentages of tied failure times and 
the simulated bias and coverage rates of 95 % confidence intervals. The best predictor of both bias and 
coverage rate was the overall percentage of tied failure times. Figures 4 and 5 display these relationships 
along with reference lines indicating zero bias and the nominal 95 % coverage rate, respectively. The 
Efron approximation is quite good when less than 20 % of the uncensored failure times are involved in 
ties, and the accuracy begins to rapidly deteriorate for data sets containing more than 35 % tied failure 
times. To compute an estimate of the expected overall percentage of tied failure times for a given data 
set. estimate the probability of failure in an inspection interval as the observed percentage of failures 
m that particular inspection interval. 
5.2.4 Comparison with partial likelihood averaging methods 
The Efron approximation gives a very close approximation to the geometric mean of all possible 
partial likelihoods for n = 50 and the low level of censoring. The contour plots shown in Figures 6 
and 7 for bias and coverage rates are nearly indistinguishable from Figures 2 and 3. Figures 8 and 
9 give contour plots for the bias of 0A and the coverage rates of the corresponding 95 % confidence 
intervals. The arithmetic mean of all possible partial likelihoods is more sensitive to monotone data 
which happens more frequently when there are fewer inspection intervals or a larger 0. However, if 
there are many failures in one inspection interval, a possible monotone ordering is not always selected 
in the random sampling process. When both the true value of 0 and the amount of interval censoring 
increase, the bias of 0A does not necessarily increase in absolute vcilue as was observed for 0B, 0E, and 
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Figure 4 Relation between bias and the overall expected percentage of tied 
failure times among uncensored observations for /?£ 
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overall expected percentage of tied failure times among uncensored 
observations for 3^ 
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l3c- Although, tends to slightly overestimate the size of treatment effects, it exhibits little bias in 
the regions where the Efron approximation breaks down. The behaviors of 0A more closely follows the 
trend of the maximum partial likelihood estimates computed from exact fciilure times. Additionally. 
exhibits larger variances than either 0B,0E- or 0G , which leads to wider confidence intervals which 
maintain nominal coverage rates for aJl levels of interval censoring considered in this study. 
6 Discussion 
Overall the Efron appro.ximation provides more accurate estimates of 0 £md more reliable confidence 
intervals than the Breslow approximation for all levels of 0, interval censoring, sample sizes and random 
censoring considered in the simulation study. The Breslow approximation to the partial likelihood tends 
to produce estimates of 0 that are biased toward zero. The Efron approximation also deteriorates, but 
at larger values of 0 and higher levels of interval censoring. Since the estimates of 0 are biased toward 
zero, inferences tend to be conservative. The true value of 0 juid and the amount of interval censoring 
also has much greater impact on coverage rates than sample size of level of random censoring. Further 
investigation of the Efron approximation leads to the recommendation that the confidence intervals are 
reliable when fewer than 20 % of the cases that are observed to fail are involved in ties. The Efron 
approximation is shown to be similar to using the geometric mean of possible partial likelihoods. Using 
the arithmetic mean of possible partial likelihoods provides results closest to what would be obtained 
from exact failure times. Since the arithmetic mean of possible partial likelihoods is more sensitive to 
the monotone data case, it can also be used as an indicator that a proportional hazards model may 
not be appropriate. This situation can also be determined simply by examining the data and noting 
that there is only one interval which contains overlaps of the treatment and control groups. When the 
number of failures in an inspection interval becomes too large, an accurate approximation to the mean 
of all possible partial likelihoods is obtained from the mean of a sample of at least 5000 of the possible 
orderings. 
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Table 8 Bias, variance ratio, and coverage rates for 95 % confidence intervals 
for Efron approximation averaged over level of censoring and sample 
size 
True Value Number of Bias Variance Coverage 
o f  3  Intervals Ratio Rate 
1.00 15 -0.0042 1.00243 95.5 
1.00 10 -0.0141 1.00717 95.2 
1.00 8 -0.0225 1.00854 95.2 
1.00 6 -0.0368 1.01921 95.0 
1.00 4 -0.0734 1.04786 94.8 
1.25 60 0.0048 0.94340 94.9 
1.25 20 -0.0072 0.94444 94.5 
1.25 15 -0.0136 0.95065 94.6 
1.25 10 -0.0295 0.95191 94.4 
1.25 8 -0.0402 0.96868 94.3 
1.25 6 -0.0647 0.97053 93.8 
1.25 5 -0.0862 0.99550 93.5 
1.25 4 -0.1149 0.99662 92.6 
1.50 60 0.0240 0.96165 95.3 
1.50 20 0.0067 0.96685 95.1 
1.50 15 -0.0080 0.97752 95.2 
1.50 10 -0.0380 1.00374 94.7 
1.50 8 -0.0441 0.99481 94.3 
1.50 6 -0.0857 1.01757 94.0 
1.50 5 -0.1214 1.03578 92.8 
1.50 4 -0.1549 1.05166 91.9 
1.75 60 0.0253 0.97547 95.8 
1.75 20 -0.0024 1.00827 95.4 
1.75 15 -0.0157 1.01030 95.3 
1.75 10 -0.0477 1.03034 95.1 
1.75 8 -0.0737 1.03257 94.6 
1.75 6 -0.1253 1.03934 93.0 
1.75 5 -0.1683 1.07029 91.2 
1.75 4 -0.2364 1.07898 88.0 
2.00 15 -0.0239 0.97031 94.5 
2.00 10 -0.0696 0.99042 93.5 
2.00 8 -0.1100 0.99879 92.5 
2.00 6 -0.1816 1.00719 89.8 
2.00 4 -0.3404 1.02616 79.4 
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Table 8 (Continued) 
True Value Number of Bias Variance Coverage 
of ^ Intervals Ratio Rate 
2.25 60 0.0412 0.95571 95.7 
2.25 20 -0.0045 0.97878 95.3 
2.25 15 -0.0488 0.99582 94.9 
2.25 10 -0.0780 1.00469 93.5 
2.25 8 -0.1543 1.00652 91.0 
2.25 6 -0.2438 0.97066 86.2 
2.25 5 -0.3274 0.99920 80.2 
2.25 4 -0.4677 1.04091 68.8 
2.50 60 0.0418 1.00208 96.1 
2.50 20 -0.0210 1.03423 94.9 
2.50 15 -0.0615 1.03663 94.3 
2.50 10 -0.1493 1.06217 93.1 
2.50 8 -0.2197 1.01058 88.1 
2.50 6 -0.3520 1.02034 80.4 
2.50 5 -0.4688 1.04535 71.4 
2.50 4 -0.6449 1.09159 53.9 
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Table 9 Percentage of ties among uncensored failure times (n = 50 and low 
level of censoring) 
True Number Among Among Between 
Value Of Overall Treated Control Treated and 
of 3 Intervals Subjects Subjects Control Subjects 
1.50 10 19.71 11.46 38.28 14.55 
1.50 8 24.07 13.63 46.54 18.06 
1.50 6 30.84 17.21 58.65 23.75 
1.50 5 35.77 20.05 66.78 28.12 
1.50 4 42.36 24.26 76.51 34.33 
1.75 10 22.32 11.46 47.61 15.10 
1.75 8 27.02 13.63 56.99 18.73 
1.75 6 34.02 17.21 69.79 24.54 
1.75 5 38.90 20.05 77.62 28.97 
1.75 4 45.17 24.26 86.04 35.20 
2.00 10 25.18 11.46 58.17 15.55 
2.00 8 30.06 13.63 68.12 19.24 
2.00 6 36.95 17.21 80.35 25.12 
2.00 5 41.53 20.05 86.93 29.56 
2.00 4 47.20 24.26 93.06 35.75 
2.25 10 28.14 11.46 69.31 15.89 
2.25 8 32.93 13.63 78.85 19.62 
2.25 6 39.32 17.21 89.03 25.51 
2.25 5 43.39 20.05 93.64 29.93 
2.25 4 48.40 24.26 97.24 36.05 
2.50 10 30.92 11.46 79.92 16.14 
2.50 8 35.31 13.63 87.88 19.87 
2.50 6 40.91 17.21 94.96 25.74 
2.50 5 44.46 20.05 97.54 30.12 
2.50 4 48.95 24.26 99.17 36.18 
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ROBUST VARIANCE ESTIMATION FOR COMPLEX INTERVAL 
CENSORED DATA 
Rebecca J. Benner and Kenneth J. Koehler 
A paper to be submitted to Journal of the American Statistical Association 
Abstract 
We discuss methods for analyzing interval censored event time data where members of a cohort 
may provide correlated failure times and different cohorts may be subjected to different inspection 
schedules. Initially we ignore any correlation among response times and use a multinomial model for 
the counts observed in an inspection interval. Use of nonhomogeneous inspection schedules requires 
estimation methods for incompletely classified multinomial data. Robust variance estimation is used 
to obtain consistent estimates of covariance matrices for parameter estimates. Parametric models for 
multinomid failure probabilities are also considered, and tests for comparing the fit of nested models 
are developed. An application to modeling the development rate of bean leaf beetle eggs is discussed. 
KEY WORJDS: Correlated event times, limited failure models, multinomial distribution, incom­
plete classification. 
1 Introduction 
Estimatas of survivor functions are developed for situations with complex interval censored data. 
We consider situations where individuals are grouped into cohorts such that response times provided by 
individuals from a single cohort are correlated, individuals from different cohorts respond independently, 
and different cohorts may be subjected to different inspection schedules. We first consider a nonpara-
metric approach based on a multinomial model for the number of failures or life events observed in the 
various inspection intervals. Then, a semi-parametric approach is considered where the probability that 
event occurs in any particular inspection interval is obtained from a parametric model for the survivor 
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function. This second approach is illustrated with cin application of a limited-failure Weibull model. A 
robust variance estimator is used to adjust for effects of within cohort correlation on the distribution 
of parameter estimates. Comparison of survival probability estimates for the two approaches provides 
a test of fit of the semi-parametric model. 
This methodology is illustrated with an analysis of data from a series of experiments dealing with 
the effect of incubation temperature on the time to hatch of bean leaf beetle eggs. Understanding the 
effects of temperature on both beetle and plant development is a vital step in the development of optimal 
pest management strategies. The beetles do the most dcimage when the second generation adult beetles 
emerge in time to eat newly developing soybean pods. In an experiment conducted by Zeiss, et cil. 
(1996), a cohort consists of about twenty eggs placed into rearing cups which were incubated at one of 
seven temperatures. Hatch times for eggs within a cup are correlated due to both varying conditions 
within an incubator and genetic effects, and different inspection schedules were used for different rearing 
cups. The analysis also accounts for non-viable eggs which never hatch. 
2 Nonparametric approach 
The nonparametric approach for estimating the probabilities of failures within inspection intervals 
utilizes a working model assumption of independence which implies that all of the individuals in any co­
hort respond independently. In this case we simply have an application of multinomial counts, although 
the combination of information from individuals subjected to different inspection schedules requires 
estimation methods for multinomial data with incomplete classification in the manner of Hocking and 
Oxspring (1971). Finally, the covariance matrix for the estimated probabilities will be adjusted to 
reflect the dependence among individuals within cohorts using a robust sandwich estimator. 
Suppose r experiments are run at a particular combinations of levels of the covariates. Let ytjk be the 
number of failures observed in the jth cohort in the ith experiment for the interval t,_,fc). There 
are m, cohorts and A'.y inspection times for the jth cohort in the ith experiment. Let Oijk = Pr ( an in­
dividual fails in the interval Ujk)). If there are n.j individuals in the >th cohort of the j'th experi­
ment, then under the working model assumption of independence. Y,'^ = [yi^i, . l/ij.K,,, i/.j (A'„+i)] 
the counts for the units in the jth cohort of the zth experiment, has a multinomial distribution with 
vector of probabilities 6'^j = ^i,(A.'. + i)]- To combine the information from all co­
horts in the r experiments, define the primary partition of time as the finest partition of the inspection 
interval for which failure probabilities can be estimated. Table 1 shows a case with three cohorts in 
the first experiment and one cohort in the second experiment where a "Day" represents the finest in­
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spection partition. Since Day 4 is always included in the same inspection interveil as Day 5, the finest 
partition for this example is { [0,1). [1.2), [2,3), [3,5), and [5,oo) }, and n-4 represents the probability 
of failure on either Day 4 or Day 5. Let K' be the index of the last primary inspection intervcil. De­
fine fffc = Pr(an individual fails in the ith primeiry inspection interval), where k = I K'. Then. 
= I — denotes the probability of survived beyond the longest inspection time used for 
any of the cohorts. Using 
t.j* 
^ i jk= Y .  '''• (1) 
the contribution of cohort j in e.xperiment i to the log-likelihood for the working multinomial model is 
kzz l  
and the working log-likelihood for rr' = (n-i,..., ) is given by 
r m, + l \ 
^('^) £ Vijilog ^ ,r, j+C (3) 
1=1 j=i fc=i \'=t.,.*-i+i / 
%vhere C = Yli IZj "^0 natural logarithms of the normalizing constants for the work­
ing multinomial model. A. consistent estimator for TT is obtained by maximizing (3). Then survival 
probabilities 
PrfSurvive first k intervals) Qk = ^ — (41 
Pr(Survive first k — I intervals) 
can be estimated by 
The estimated probability of surviving beyond the end of the /:th primary interval is 
k  
5(<fc) = n'?i (6) 
j=i  
which is analogous to the familiar Kaplan-Meier estimator of survival probabilities. The asymptotic 
variance of qk can be computed from the covariance matrix of ir using the Delta Method. 
The score function corresponding to (3) is denoted by 
d£{ iT)  dCi i r )] '  S(p.7r) = 
where 
dlTi  (7)  
de(ir] _ Pijk ddjjkjir) 
^ i jk ( -^ )  dn t  
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Table 1 Ex2imple of inspection schedule of cohorts and notation for nonpzira-
metric approach 
Experiment Cohort Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 Day 4 Day 5 Rest 
1 1 
[0.2) [2,3) [3.5) [5.00) 
j/iii yii2 yii3 yii4 
TFi + TTT TTs n'4 JTs 
1 2 
[0,2) [2.5) [5.0C) 
1/121 yi22 1/123 
Ti +7^2 7r3 + 7r4 JTs 
1 3 
[0.1) [1,3) [3,oo) 
1/231 1^232 1/233 
TTi n"2 + JTs 7r4 + Tfs 
2 1 
[0,1) [1.2) [2.5) [5.00) 
1/211 1/212 1/213 1/214 
TTi TTn 7r3 + ^"4 
and pijk = yijk/nij is an observed proportion. Note that is simply an indicator function, and 
(7) can be expressed in matrix notation as 
(9) 
•=i j=i 
where pij = yij/ntj. 
Ao = 
39.,1 
99,  
aiTfc-. 
OTTI 
D V K '  
(10)  
and is a diagonal matrix with the vector 9ij on the diagonal. The corresponding Fisher Information 
matrix is 
' d -e[ i7)  I(7r) = -E 
i = l j = l d-KldTTf  
.\ consistent estimator ir(p) for TT is obtained by solving the estimating equations 
S(p.«-(p)) = 0. 
(11) 
(12) 
Then 7r(p) is the maximum likelihood estimator for the multinomial working model. .\s r —>• oo, the 
distribution of 7r(p) is appro.ximately normal with mean TTQ. The asymptotic covariance matrix is 
estimated as 
r m, m, 
var(7r(p)) =I(ii-(p)) - 1  mm '"oro'Ari A.j. 
1=1j=ij'=i 
r(ir(p)) - 1  (13) 
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where r,j = p,j — d i j .  and each in (13) is evaluated at 7r(p). The covariance matrix for the limiting 
normal distribution is not proportional to the information matrix in (11) when there is either within 
cohort correlation among response times for individual units or within experiment correlation among 
cohorts. Derivations of asymptotic results are given in Section 4. 
When a solution to (12) exists, it must be unique and maximize (3) because (3) is a strictly concave 
function of TT. When certciin pijk are zero, a solution to (12) will not exist in the formal sense that 
(12) will be well-defined. In such cases, at least one element of ir(p) will be zero and (11) will not be 
positive definite. This situation will occur, for example, when the observed count is zero in a particular 
primary inspection interval for every cohort for which that primary inspection interval is used. If the 
four cohorts in Table 1 comprise the entire data set, then ir(p) would not exist if = 0. even though 
j/iii > 0 and 1/121 > 0- This result is easily seen by examination of (3) which reveals that j/132 log(7ri(p)) 
is maximized by making 7ri(p) = (i/m + t/121 +yi3i +'/2ii)/('^ii + "12 + "13 + "21) and forcing ir2(p) 
to zero. In such cases, an extended estimator is defined by allowing some elements of iT'(p) to be zero. 
3 Semi-parametric approacli 
In this approach, TT is considered to be a parametric function of the parameters T7, and thus tr = /(TJ) 
where /(•) is assumed to be locally smooth function of 77 with continuous first and second partial 
derivatives at the true value of TJq. .Additionally, we will assume that the Fisher information of the 
working multinomial model evaluated at TJQ is positive definite. 
One example of a parametric function is the identity function which gives the results from the 
previous section, .\nother possibility is 
where S(  )  is a parametric survivor function. An example is the limited failure Weibull model (Meeker, 
1987) in which 
where < > .4, /I is a known starting time, rf > 0 is the scale parameter, 7 > 0 is the shape parameter, 
and ^ is the proportion of the population which is subject to failure. In this case 77 = (<J, 7,^). A third 
possible model is to define TJ to be a set of paxameters which describe the relationship with a covariate. 
One possibility for this set-up would be to have a proportional haizards or accelerated failure model. 
TTk = ^ [5(Ar - 1) - 5(/t)] for A: = 1 h" and 
ttr-'+I = ^S(A"*)-I-I - ^ 
(14) 
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A different model would be defined by 
€ 
TTfc = 7 ^ for A: = 1. 
1 
^K'  + l  = 
(i+Ef=;,=-) 
and the relationship with the covariates is specified as 
Qfc = i^O.k + ^k0k-
In the semi-peurametric model, the log-likelihood for the working multinomial model is a function of 
Tj. The elements of the score function are 
d({r i )  _  ^  Pijk  d6 i jk ( i r )  d f i r j )  
hh  " 5/(77) dv ,  '  ^ '  
and using the notation from (9). the score function can be written as 
r m, 
S(p, ^) = 51S "0® P.J (17) 
i=lJ=L 
where B = Similsirly, the Fisher information matrix is 
r m. 
[dr j idvr .  
In Section 4 we establish asymptotic properties ofTj(p) and derive the the consistent sandwich covariance 
estimator 
var(i7(p)) =I(77(p)) '  
for the large sample covariance matrix of i7(p). 
r m, rrii 
HmZ ni j r i i j 'BA' i jAT^  r.ir^.A -' A.j-B 
i=ij=ij'=i " 
mp))-' (19) 
4 Proof of asymptotic properties 
The following theorems will be used in the proof of asymptotic properties of »7(p). 
Implicit Function Theorem. Cox (1984). Let S : R'+P - ) •  R f  be continuously differentiable in 
a n open set U of R'+P containing the point (p,TT) for which S(p, 7r) = 0. Suppose that the pxp matrix 
of  par t ia l  der iva t ives ,  i s  nons ingular  a t  (p ,x) .  Then there  ex is t s  a  ^ -d imens iona l  ne ighborhood U Q  
of p in R' and a unique, continuously differentiable function g : UQ -i- W such that g(p) = ir and 
S((p, TT) = 0 for every p € Uo-
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Properties of Convergence in Probability and Distribution. Rcio (1973). Let {A"„. V„} be 
a sequence of pairs of random variables. If A'n A' zind Yn A c then A'„ + V'n -4- A' + c 
Multivariate Central Limit Theorem for Independent but not Identical Random Vec­
tors. Rao (1973). Let be a sequence of independent p dimensioned random vectors such that 
Exj = 0 and var(xj) = Sj. Suppose that as m -f oo, ^ Sj —0 eind for any Vf > 0, 
- E /  \ x f d F j  0 (20) y /m 
where F j  is the distribution function of Xj and ||x|| is the Euclidean norm of the vector x. Then 
(v/Tn)~'(xi + X2 + -.. + Xm) Np(0,£) as m -)• oo. 
Markov Inequality. Pr(| A' |> a) < 
Expected Value of a Quadratic Form. Let E ( y )  = f j .  euid V = var(y) then E ( y ' C y )  =  
trace(C V) + fJL'Cfx. 
Properties of Convergence in Probability and Distribution for Vectors. Fuller (1996). 
Let {Yn} be a sequence of p dimensional random variables, and let {An} be a sequence of k x k non-
singular random matrices. If there exists a random vector Y and a fixed nonsingular matrix A such 
that Yn 4 Y.An A A. then A-'Y„ A A'^Y. 
The asymptotic properties of J7(p) follow from the smoothness of (17) since it has continuous deriva­
tives in the neighborhood of p and T7(p). We also assume the Fisher information matrix is nonsingular. 
Then by the Implicit Function Theorem. ii(p) has continuous derivatives in the neighborhood of T/Q 
and we can expand i7(p) in a first order Taylor series expansion. This expansion requires a change in 
notation. Previously p' = (pn Pmr.r). where p.j are the observed proportions of failures for the 
jth cohort in the ith replication. Now we are going to re-arrange the observed proportions by recalling 
that each cohort has a potentially different inspection schedule, but note that there are only a finite 
number. Q .  of possible inspection schedules and index them by 9 = I Q .  In this notation, define 
0, to be the set of unknown true proportions for the 9th possible inspection schedule and p, as the 
observed proportions of failure for all subjects monitored with inspection schedule q. Then 
I! "OPu P'- (21) 
where the sum is over all cohorts subjected to the qth inspection schedule. Let n, = 51 "0 and assume 
that n, -+ 00 as r Xj such that ^ c. a positive constant, for all q. Now let p' = (pi,...,pg) and 
d '  =  {e i  OQ) .  
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The general form of the Taylor series expajision for I7(P) about TJQ is 
5^(P) 
^(P) = ^ 0 + 
dp p=6o 
(P-0O) + O(|1P-0O||). (22) 
To evaluate the Taylor series approximation for this application, note that S(p,^(p)) = 0 when it is 
evaluated at the maximum likelihood estimate 77(p), and therefore T7(p) is an implicit function of the 
data. Therefore we can use implicit differentiation to obtain 
(23) 
(24) 
"5S(p,y7(p))' "5S(p,^(p))' drf ipY 
dp T- dviP) . dp . 0 = ^[S(p,n(p))] = 
The first term on the right hand side of (23) is 
niBA'iAgM InQBA'pAg^]. "5S(P,I7(P))' 
^P 
and the remaining factor is 
•aS(p.^(p)) 
dviP)  - ^7i,BA^Ag^A,B'. P=Wo <7=1 
Next we evaluate the stochastic order of the remainder term by noting first that 
Q 
(25) 
(26) 
9=1 
L'nder the assumption that ^ > x as r —>• x, p, is a weighted average of vectors of proportions 
from independent experiments, each with expectation dg. Then. \/r(p, — dgo) has a limiting normal 
distribution and ||p, - S,o|| = Op(r-i). Thus ||p - 6q\\ = Op{r-i). Combining this result with the 
Taylor series expansion and solving for yields 
Q 
(27) 
(28) 
(29) 
\/j-(»7(p) - ^o) = nflBA^Ag'(p, - e,o) + Op(l). 
q = l  '  
Consequently we only have to establish the asymptotic distribution of 
<? 
\A2:(t/o)-^ ^ n,BA^A^^'^(p, - e,o) 
<7=1 ' 
r m, 
= yrI (T io) -^  XIH "oBA;-,A^'^(p,j - 0,jo) 
1=1j=i 
Define 
m, 
*' ~ ^ ~ ^ijo)- (30) 
J=1 
Then, E(xi) = 0 since Ep,j = di jo ,  and the Xj are independent since replicates are assumed to be 
independent. Furthermore, 
m, m, 
var(xi) = X) 51 E [(p^j - 0,jo)(Pij' - 0o'o)'] A,j-B'. (31) 
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Assume that 
I <• 
!:///= lim -^var(x,) (32) 
r—•cjQ r -*oo  
«=l 
is positive definite. To verify condition (20), compute 
m, 
ll*<il" ^ y  ' (Pij ~ ^«j'o)ll (33) 
j=i 
m ,  
— ^ " ''ij(P«.7 ~ ®>io) C,j(p:j — Bijo) (34) 
j=l  
where 
Then Cijk i ,  the (A,/)th element of C,j. is bounded by p Mg where p is the dimension of r j .  since 
0 < TTFCO = /IC(TJ) < 1 and therefore 3^ < —7;^;—- = Mg, and MB is the bound on the derivatives of 
/(•q). Using this notation, we have 
+1 A'lj + 1 
ll*'jll* ~ "y  \  ^ ' ' ^k l (p i jk  ~  6i jka){p i j l  — Oi j io)  
k=l  1=1 
ATij + l A'lj + I 
- "O" Y1 Mpijk - 6ijko)(piji - 6ijio)\ 
k=l  1=1 
Ktj + l ivij+l 
^ E E k=l  1=1 
<  pN-MjMl(K'  + 1)= 
since \p , jk  -  < !• a^nd A',j < A''. Consequentiy, 
Then assuming that nfj is bounded above by N, we have 
/ ||x.||=df, < / pN-M]Ml(K'  +  l ) -dF,  
•/||x,||>fN/F J||x,||>ryF 
= pN-MiMl{K-  + 1)2 Pr(||x.|| > eV^) .  
Now, apply the Markov Inequality to obtain 
/ \ 2 
Pr(||x.|| > £X/F) < E||X.||2 
5 (^)E ^11-11'-
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We evaluate this expression by computing 
E||x,||- = trace(C,j var(p,-j - fl.jo)) 
< + 1) 
and. since var(p,jfc — 0,j/co) < 1. and we conclude that 
Finallv. 
i t /  I  0 < lim - > / ||xtil"</F, r—foo ' 
< 
Thus we have established that 
r Tn» 
lim iV 
r-¥00 r 
x = l 
0. 
1 ^ p-N*M^M%(K- + 1)3 
re2 
EE - 0oo) ^ N (0. Sm) 
V 1=1 j=i "°  
where H/n is given by (32). 
We note that 
Yr = ;I(T/o) = Ao-B' 
r ^ - ••' 8„o 1=1j=i  
has no stocheistic components and converges to a finite matrix of constants. 
- r m, 
E. = lim A.jB' 1—•oo r "ijo r=lJ=l 
(38) 
(39) 
(40) 
which we assume to exist. Therefore we conclude by the properties of convergence in probability and 
distribution for vectors that 
V^(»7(P) -T7o) ^ (41) 
To estimate the sandwich covariance matrix, we substitute in T7(p) for tjq. Thus E. = r l ( r i (p) )  
where B and AQ' are evaluated at i7(p). We estimate E/// by Vij 
J p m, m, E E E A.^-B' (42) 
t=ij=ij'=i " 
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where rj = p,j — S,j. If the independence working model is correct, rUm reduces to the Fisher infor­
mation matrix. It can be shown that is a consistent estimator of the limiting covariance 
matrix by following the arguments outlined by Zeger, Liang and Self (1985) and Liang and Zeger (1986). 
Actually the requirement that ^ ^ c is not a necessary condition. If, for example, the primeiry inspec­
tion schedule were used infinitely often, but occasionally other schedules were used, the contribution of 
those other schedules would converge to zero in probability. We only need to gujirantee that inspection 
schedules needed to estimate all elements in TT are used infinitely often. 
We can apply similar arguments if r = 1 and there are m cohorts cuid m -+ oc. Similar arguments 
also apply when cohorts within the same replication are independent and i ni« —> oc. In these 
cases T/(p) has a limiting normal distribution with mean tjq and limiting covariance matrix 
where we consistently estimate S// by 
.  r  m,  
;;r S ^  A^^B' (43) 
where nj = Pij - 6ij. 
5 Comparison of nested models 
Suppose we have maximum likelihood estimators for tt for a set of nested models, namely iri(p) = 
fiViiP)) from the larger model I and from a model II obtained by placing some restrictions on the 
parameters in model 1. A large sample Wald (1943) chi-square test of the null hypothesis that the 
restricted model II is appropriate against model I alternative is obtained from the quadratic form 
d'Vjjd. where d = iri(p) — ir2(p) and Vj is the generalized inverse of a consistent estimator of 
Vd = var(7ri(p) -ir2(p)). 
We first derive the limiting normal distribution of d. From (27) we have 
Q 
7ri(p) - •n-2(p) « D V n,A'Afl' (p, - «,Q) + Op(r-^) (44) 
<7=1 
where 
D = BjIi(t7o) *^31 — B2J2(no)~'^®2- (45) 
which has a limiting normal distribution under the conditions specified in Section 4. The variance, 
switching back to the original notation, is 
var(iri(p) -ir2(p)) = Vj = D 
r rrii ni| 
1=1 j=i j'=i 
D', (46) 
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where all matrices are evaluated at T/Q. AS shown by Moore (1977), the Wald test 
[iri(p) - ir2(p)]' VJ [?ri(p) - ir2(p)] (47) 
has a chi-squared distribution with degrees of freedom equal to the rank of linv-foo Vj when model II 
is correct. 
A. consistent estimator for Vj is given by 
V d  = D  
r m, m, 
(PO ~ ^o)(Pij' ~ ®ii') 
i=l j=l j '=l  "  
b'. (48) 
where dij and D are evaluated at •jr2(p). If cohorts are assumed to be independent, then S.jj' is a zero 
matrix for j ^ j' and the estimator reduces to 
Vd = D 
which is consistent as m,- —> oo. 
r m* 
53 53 (P'i "" ^«j )(PO ~ ^ i j )  -A-i A  ^ * ' ' J  - ' J  I  —N  -'J 
i=l j = l 
b'. (49) 
6 Application to the bean leaf beetle experiments 
We will now apply our methods to a series of experiments conducted by Zeiss, et al. (1996) to 
examine the effect of temperature on the development rate of bean leaf beetle eggs. We first present an 
analysis based on the assumption that a limited failure Weibull model is correct at each temperature, 
and then discuss the validity of this assumption. 
6.1 Description of experiments 
Eggs were collected daily from cages containing adult bean leaf beetles, and placed into reding 
cups. Typically all of the eggs in a single rearing cup were collected from the same cage on a single day. 
Consequently, some of the eggs in a single rearing cup were laid by the same female, but they could 
not be identified as each cage contained more thaxi one female. The eggs in a rearing cup are treated 
as a cohort. There were approximately twenty eggs per cup. Rearing cups were placed in incubators 
maintained at prescribed temperatures, and the hatch times was monitored for each egg. Correlations 
among hatch times for eggs in a single cohort arise from genetic similarities among eggs laid by a single 
female, and temperature variation among locations within individual incubators. 
Experiments were run with incubators set at 18® C, 20® C, 22® C, 25® C, 28° C, 30® C, 32® C, and 
each temperature was replicated three times in three different incubators. Table 2 shows the number 
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Table 2 Summary of the data for the bejin lejJ" beetle experiments 
Number Number Number of First Day with Percentage 
Temperature Replication of of Inspection Hatching Observed 
Cohorts Eggs Intervals Observed to Hatch 
18°C I 19 378 17 9 64.02 
18°C 2 31 619 17 9 74.31 
I8°C 3 37 669 17 9 69.51 
20°C 1 20 375 18 7 64.27 
20°C 2 37 738 18 7 49.46 
20''C 3 150 2929 18 7 65.21 
22° C 1 10 220 15 5 72.27 
22°C 2 29 578 15 5 89.10 
22° C 3 53 1008 15 5 36.11 
25° C 1 85 1667 12 5 81.70 
25°C 2 15 301 12 5 79.07 
25° C 3 111 2150 12 5 71.58 
28° C 1 19 348 13 2 63.22 
28° C 2 17 341 13 2 78.01 
28° C 3 27 447 13 2 70.25 
30° C I 127 2499 10 2 77.51 
30° C 2 22 444 10 2 70.72 
30° C 3 22 444 10 2 70.50 
32° C I 27 633 12 2 55.92 
32° C 2 34 612 12 2 58.50 
32° C 3 14 236 12 2 92.80 
of cohorts (rearing cups) and the total number of eggs placed in each incubator. In all cases, the eggs 
were exposed to fourteen hours of light and ten hours of darkness. Table 2 also shows the number of 
inspection days for the incubator, the day when eggs first begin to hatch, which is taken to be the first 
day of inspection, and the percentage of eggs which were observed to hatch. In the first few days after 
the eggs were laid, it is not biologically possible for eggs to hatch, and those days have been left out of 
the analysis since there is no probability of hatching on those days. Table 2 deviates from Zeiss, et al. 
(1996) only in that they used day 3 as the first inspection day at 30° and we use day 2, to match the 
first inspection day at 28° and 32° C. 
The hatch time data include several additional complications. Rearing cups in the same incubators 
were not all inspected on the same schedule. Table 3 shows the data for some of the cohorts in one of 
the incubators set at 25°C. The first column is the number of eggs in the cohort. A period indicates that 
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Table 3 Example of the data for 25° C 
Number in 
Cohort 1 2 3 4 
Day of Inspection 
5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
20 4 11 . 
17 0 3 8 . 1 0 0 0 
20 0 0 . 13 2 1 0 0 0 
20 0 2 12 . 0 0 0 
21 0 1 2 13 0 0 0 
20 0 0 18 0 0 0 0 
20 1 . 14 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
20 0 4 4 5 0 
20 0 0 5 5 1 
20 0 1 19 . . . 
20 0 11 . 
20 0 0 J  9 3 1 
19 0 0 15 0 1 
20 0 7 12 
19 0 19 
20 0 9 2 
20 20 
19 0 11 4 
20 6 0 0 0 0 
20 0 0 2 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
38 0 0 13 18 4 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 
19 1 2 2 4 2 2 0 0 
that cohort weis not inspected on that day. For almost cdl of the cohorts, there were eggs which were not 
observed to hatch, and most of these eggs, according to the researchers, would never hatch. Thus we 
have a situation where not all of the population is subject to the life event. There can be considerable 
variation of conditions within incubators set at the same temperature. Furthermore, replications at 
individual temperatures were conducted in different incubators and with different generations of beetles, 
although these are considered to be samples from a single population. 
We use a robust covariance estimator to account for correlation among hatch times arising from 
both within and between incubator variation. 
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6.2 Fitting limited failure Weibull models 
We first consider a model where the marginal distribution of hatch times, averaging across incubators 
and cohorts, has a limited failure Weibull distribution at each temperature. Our approach differs from 
Koehler (1994) in that we use a sandwich covaricince estimator as our robust variance estimator instead 
of a bootstrap variance estimator. 
This semi-parametric approach utilizes the model specified by (14) where -A is the first day where the 
entomologists observed an egg to hatch as shown in Table 3. They chose the last day of inspection such 
that almost all of the viable eggs would have hatched by that time. The entomologists were interested 
in the median time to hatch for the viable eggs which is 
M = ^ + J[ln(2)]i/^. (50) 
The inverse of the median hatch time is often used by entomologists as a measure of the daily rate of 
development. 
In all of the results we present three standard errors. Stcindard error I is based on a multinomial 
working model and is included for comparison. Standard error II is based on a sandwich covariajice 
estimator that accounts for correlations within the cohorts, but ignores variation among replicates. 
Standard error III is based on a sandwich covariance estimator which not only accounts for correlated 
hatch times within the cohorts, but also accounts for correlated hatch times within replications. 
We estimated TJ = (<J, 7,0 in the semi-parametric model for each temperature and the three standard 
errors for each temperature as shown in Table 4. In this case, standard error II is almost three times as 
large as the standard error from the multinomial working model, and standard error III is about double 
that of standard error II. The latter reflects considerable variation among replicates, but it is based on 
only three replicates at each temperature. The value of .4, the first day an egg to is observed to hatch, 
has an effect on the estimates of S cind *>. For example, if we used /I = 3 at 30° C, as in Zeiss, et al. 
(1996). then S = 3.654 and 7 = 4.599, but ^ = 0.7614 and the estimated median hatch time of 6.374 
days are essentially the same as the estimates for ^ and the median using A =2. Note that the estimate 
of the proportion of viable eggs in the population tends to be only slightly larger than the proportion 
of eggs that actually were observed to hatch, indicating that the hatch times of most viable eggs were 
actually observed. Tables 5 to 11 show estimates of TTk, the probability of hatching on the itth day, 
counting from when the eggs were laid, along with the three standard errors. Observe that generally 
standard error II is about three times leirger than the multinomial working model standard error, and 
standard error III tends to be a little more than twice as big as standard error II. This pattern was less 
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evident at 28®C or 30°C. 
6.3 Effect of temperature on daily development rates 
We also fit different limited failure Weibull models for each replicate at each temperature. Then, 
the seindwich covariance estimators used to account for within cohort correlations yield stand£ird errors 
that are very similar to the bootstrap standard errors presented by Koehler (1994). 
The relationships of the median time to hatch and the daily development rate with temperature were 
further explored by plotting estimates against temperature in Figures 1 to 5. In each figure, the upper 
panel shows estimates obtained from combining data for the three replicates and the lower panel shows 
estimates for individual replicates. Notice the greater variation in estimated medians and development 
rates at lower temperatures in the lower panels. Linear and quadratic polynomicils were fit to these 
estimates in Figures 1 and 2 using weighted least squares with weights proportional to the standard 
errors of the estimated medians or daily development rates. Figure 1 shows an approximately linear 
relationship between daily development rate and temperature. 
Figure 2 displays the relationship between the median hatch times and temperature. For the com­
bined data we only present the weighted least squares results based on standard error III. The results 
using standard error II as weights were virtually indistinguishable. The first model is a quadratic 
polynomial with temperature while the second model is the linear model for daily development rate 
translated back to the scale of medians. In both cases, we see that median hatch time does not have a 
straight line relationship with temperature. 
Figures 1 to 5 can be used as a guide to develop a semi-parametric model incorporating temperature 
as a covariate, where one or more of the limited failure Weibull parameters depend on temperature. 
Figure 5, reveals no effect of temperature on the proportion of viable eggs. This result was anticipated 
by the entomologists. 
In accelerated failure time models, as described by Lawless (1982), the shape par^mieter 7 is not 
allowed to be affected by the values of the covariate, while the logarithm of the scale parameter S is 
taken to be a linear function of the covariates. This specification also provides a proportional hazeirds 
model. This model is not supported by Panel A in Figure 4 which reveals an increasing trend in the 
estimates of 7 with temperature. When considering each replication separately the resulting estimates 
of 7 give more support for a proportional hazards model since a trend in the 7 estimates is not as 
apparent. 
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6.4 Assessing the fit of the limited fEiilure Weibull model 
Before trying to model the effects of temperature on S and 7, we tried to assess the fit of the limited 
failure Weibull model at each temperature. In order to carry out the testing, we fit the nonparametric 
multinomial model to the combined data for the three replications at each temperature. In the non-
parametric model, the proportion of non-viable eggs, which will never hatch, can not be separated from 
the proportion of viable eggs which were not observed to hatch. 
The estimates of the daily hatch probabilities are summzirized for each temperature in Tables 13 
to 19. Estimates of which appear to be zero tend to occur only in either the first few days or 
the last few days of inspection. At lower temperatures, hatching events are spread out over more 
days than at the higher temperatures. Unlike estimates from the limited failure Weibull model, then 
nonparametric estimates of n do not always increase as time increases at k increases until the median 
hatch time is reached and then decrease until the final intervzJ. At 32® C the nonparametric method 
yields ;ri4 = 0.0132, while the estimated probability of hatching on the last few days of inspection is 
basically zero for most other temperatures. Investigation of the data reveals that only one cohort at 
32® C was inspected on day 14 and only one egg was observed to hatch. When that cohort is removed 
from the data, its influence is immediately seen, as ^14 drops back to essentially zero. The presence of 
this cohort has much less of an effect when the semi-parametric method is used. Another disadvantage 
of the nonparametric method is that it is not straightforward to obtain a more precise estimate of the 
median hatch time other than the interval containing the median. 
Comparison of the three standard errors for the nonparametric method reveals that standard error 
II is larger than the independence working standard error by a factor of roughly two. and standard error 
III is larger than standard error II by a factor of about 1.5, but results for higher temperatures do not 
follow this pattern as closely. Situations where the standard errors for Kk do not follow this pattern, 
there tend to involve small estimates of JTfc with small variances. 
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Table 4 Estimates from a limited failure Weibull model for each temperature 
Temperature Parameter Point Standard Standard Standard 
Estimate Error I Error II Error III 
18" S 9.824 0.1001 0.3650 1.3409 
18" 7 3.468 0.0932 0.2654 0.1934 
18" 0.7513 0.0126 0.0300 0.0370 
18" Median 17.839 0.0942 0.3229 1.2457 
O O S 9.705 0.0552 0.1855 0.7144 
20" 1 4.139 0.0775 0.2539 0.5616 
20" 0.6697 0.0082 0.0215 0.0283 
20" Median 15.883 0.0542 0.1837 0.6000 
22" 6 7.748 0.0660 0.2318 0.8765 
22" 7 4.296 0.1190 0.3338 0.6626 
22" 0.7183 0.0135 0.0397 0.0921 
22" Median 12.114 0.0635 0.2255 0.8968 
25" 6 4.757 0.0232 0.0766 0.2653 
25" 7 4.383 0.0733 0.2625 0.7737 
25" 0.7796 0.0069 0.0174 0.0296 
25" Median 9.376 0.0232 0.0762 0.3084 
O 0
0 
S 5.164 0.0389 0.0811 0.1311 
28" 7 5.461 0.1738 0.5813 0.4502 
28" 0.7271 0.0142 0.0331 0.0382 O 0
0 
Median 6.829 0.0393 0.0783 0.0978 
30" S 4.675 0.0158 0.0308 0.0200 
30" 7 5.823 0.0925 0.2459 0.2078 
30" C 0.7614 0.0059 0.0096 0.0121 
30" Median 6.390 0.0163 0.0277 0.0148 
32" 5 4.536 0.0307 0.0632 0.1503 
32" 7 5.559 0.1626 0.4790 0.3870 
32" 0.6277 0.0128 0.0318 0.0615 
32" Median 6.247 0.0315 0.0586 0.1311 
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Table 5 Estimates of daily hatch probabilities at 18°C from a limited failure 
Weibull model 
Interval Estimate Std Error I Std Error II Std Error III 
^10 0.0003 0.0001 0.0002 0.0002 
Til 0.0027 0.0004 0.0011 0.0018 
0.0092 0.0010 0.0026 0.0054 
7!-I3 0.0204 0.0016 0.0042 0.0107 
n-14 0.0363 0.0020 0.0055 0.0168 
TlS 0.0555 0.0021 0.0065 0.0221 
"16 0.0752 0.0022 0.0074 0.0243 
TI7 0.0917 0.0024 0.0085 0.0213 
T18 0.1008 0.0028 0.0090 0.0128 
TTia 0.0998 0.0030 0.0084 0.0072 
"*20 0.0884 0.0028 0.0073 0.0186 
TToi 0.0695 0.0025 0.0075 0.0283 
TTno 0.0480 0.0025 0.0085 0.0310 
""23 0.0288 0.0023 0.0085 0.0268 
7r24 0.0149 0.0019 0.0068 0.0187 
^25 0.0065 0.0012 0.0044 0.0106 
T26 0.0024 0.0006 0.0023 0.0049 
T27 0.2497 0.0126 0.0298 0.0353 
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Table 6 Estimates of daily hatch probabilities at 20°C from a limited failure 
Weibull model 
Interval Estimate Std Error I Std Error II Std Error III 
Tg 0.0001 0.0000 0.0000 0.0001 
T9 0.0009 0.0001 0.0004 0.0007 
""10 0.0042 0.0004 0.0013 0.0021 
Til 0.0117 0.0008 0.0025 0.0041 
^12 0.0248 0.0012 0.0039 0.0070 
TTia 0.0439 0.0014 0.0047 0.0113 
""14 0.0671 0.0015 0.0049 0.0176 
TlS 0.0898 0.0016 0.0050 0.0239 
'TIS 0.1051 0.0020 0.0060 0.0257 
T17 0.1062 0.0022 0.0069 0.0195 
TlS 0.0910 0.0021 0.0066 0.0095 
TTig 0.0646 0.0019 0.0060 0.0158 
TTjO 0.0369 0.0018 0.0057 0.0215 
""21 0.0164 0.0014 0.0044 0.0178 
"*22 0.0055 0.0008 0.0025 0.0097 
""23 0.0013 0.0003 0.0009 0.0035 
"*24 0.0002 0.0001 0.0002 0.0008 
TTog 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0001 
TTje 0.3303 0.0082 0.0215 0.0283 
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Table 7 Estimates of daily hatch probabilities at 22° C from a limited failure 
Weibull model 
Interval Estimate Std Error I Std Error II Std Error III 
T6 0.0001 0.0000 0.0001 0.0002 
T? 0.0020 0.0003 0.0010 0.0029 
TS 0.0100 0.0011 0.0033 0.0114 
Tg 0.0287 0.0021 0.0066 0.0262 
Tjo 0.0607 0.0028 0.0095 0.0430 
Til 0.1022 0.0030 0.0111 0.0513 
^12 0.1384 0.0038 0.0125 0.0395 
""13 0.1483 0.0047 0.0139 0.0141 
""14 0.1209 0.0044 0.0137 0.0307 
TTlS 0.0711 0.0041 0.0132 0.0369 
""16 0.0281 0.0033 0.0100 0.0221 
""17 0.0069 0.0016 0.0045 0.0071 
""18 0.0010 0.0004 0.0011 0.0012 
""19 0.0001 0.0000 0.0001 0.0001 
""20 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
TToj 0.2817 0.0135 0.0397 0.0921 
Table 8 Estimates of daily hatch probabilities at 25°C from a limited failure 
Weibull model 
Interval Estimate Std Error I Std Error II Std Error III 
""6 0.0008 0.0001 0.0004 0.0012 
""7 0.0165 0.0011 0.0038 0.0139 
""8 0.0795 0.0028 0.0092 0.0361 
""9 0.1944 0.0033 0.0100 0.0255 
""10 0.2636 0.0044 0.0151 0.0379 
""11 0.1757 0.0040 0.0128 0.0548 
^12 0.0457 0.0029 0.0100 0.0117 
""13 0.0034 0.0006 0.0021 0.0010 
^•14 0.0000 0.0000 0.0001 0.0001 
""15 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
""16 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
""17 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
""18 0.2204 0.0069 0.0174 0.0296 
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Table 9 Estimates of daily hatch probabilities at 28°C from a limited failure 
Weibull model 
Interval Estimate Std Error I Std Error II Std Error III 
0.0001 0.0000 0.0001 0.0001 
T4 0.0040 0.0007 0.0021 0.0013 
Ts 0.0324 0.0032 0.0091 0.0038 
TS 0.1231 0.0059 0.0134 0.0029 
TT? 0.2530 0.0076 0.0242 0.0220 
T8 0.2392 0.0090 0.0231 0.0153 
Tg 0.0715 0.0069 0.0185 0.0322 
fio 0.0037 0.0012 0.0041 0.0055 
Til 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
TT^o 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
TTia 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
7i l4  0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
TlS 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
""is 0.2729 0.0142 0.0331 0.0382 
Table 10 Estimates of daily hatch probabilities at 30°C from a limited failure 
Weibull model 
Interval Estimate Std Error I Std Error II Std Error III 
"•3 0.0001 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
T4 0.0053 0.0004 0.0014 0.0011 
Ts 0.0500 0.0022 0.0058 0.0048 
T6 0.1973 0.0035 0.0078 0.0026 
Tr 0.3352 0.0051 0.0172 0.0076 
T8 0.1630 0.0043 0.0122 0.0100 
TTg 0.0106 0.0012 0.0050 0.0041 
JTio 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
Til 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
^12 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
Ti3 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
T14 0.2386 0.0059 0.0124 0.0147 
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11 Estimates of daily batch probabilities of hatching at 32°C from 
limited failure Weibull model 
Interval Estimate Std Error I Std Error II Std Error III 
Ta 0.0001 0.0000 0.0001 0.0001 
774 0.0064 0.0009 0.0024 0.0010 
TS 0.0534 0.0040 0.0088 0.0051 
T6 0.1859 0.0062 0.0135 0.0293 
0.2693 0.0088 0.0256 0.0409 
T8 0.1071 0.0067 0.0162 0.0347 
1-9 0.0055 0.0014 0.0044 0.0066 
""lO 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
Til 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
TTio 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
T13 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
7ri4 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
T15 0.3723 0.0128 0.0318 0.0615 
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Table 12 Estimates from individual limited failure Weibull models for each 
replication 
Temper- Para-
ature meter 
Point Std Std 
Estimate Error I Error II 
Point Std Std 
Estimate Error I Error II 
18" S 
18" 7 
IS" ^ 
IS" M 
20.0520 
7.8100 0.1685 0.5187 
3.4220 0.1859 0.8831 
0.6822 0.0275 0.0824 
16.017 0.1640 0.3725 
0.1343 0.4021 
8.4070 0.1149 0.3483 
3.7910 0.1497 0.5134 
0.7821 0.0184 0.0394 
16.6320 0.1146 0.3106 
200 S 
20° 7 
20° ^ 
20° M 
7.4970 0.1492 0.3423 
3.6390 0.2041 0.8957 
0.6575 0.0254 0.0576 
15.7780 0.1454 0.4486 
12.2390 0.0788 0.1763 
9.1410 0.4131 1.2012 
0.5106 0.0192 0.0592 
18.7580 0.0823 0.1971 
22° 6 
22° 7 
22° ^ 
22° M 
5.8620 0.1223 0.2718 
4.0970 0.2700 0.8597 
0.7227 0.0302 0.0542 
10.3610 0.1250 0.2204 
6.6160 0.0785 0.2590 
4.4430 0.2058 0.7273 
0.9049 0.0151 0.0302 
11.0920 0.0796 0.2411 
25° S 
25° 7 
25° ^ 
25° M 
5.1540 0.0248 0.0869 
6.6460 0.1654 0.5952 
0.8183 0.0098 0.0222 
9.8780 0.0255 0.0856 
3.4750 0.0824 0.2627 
3.0940 0.1744 0.5850 
0.7907 0.0242 0.0595 
8.0870 0.0816 0.2813 
23° S 
28° 
28° ^ 
28° M 
4.865 0.0556 0.0829 
6.862 0.4249 1.0329 
0.6400 0.0264 0.0645 
6.612 0.0575 0.0901 
5.1380 0.0622 0.1393 
5.8110 0.3190 1.1171 
0.7822 0.0230 0.0397 
6.8240 0.0640 0.1429 
30° S 
30° 7 
30° ^ 
30° M 
4.7040 0.0240 0.0602 
5.6050 0.1288 0.3859 
0.7819 0.0085 0.0184 
6.4060 0.0247 0.0536 
4.6130 0.0318 0.0996 
11.5890 0.6952 2.3303 
0.7056 0.0218 0.0396 
6.4690 0.0343 0.1178 
32° S 
32° 7 
32° ^ 
32° M 
4.8590 0.0640 0.1231 
4.4090 0.1968 0.4664 
0.5585 0.0197 0.0464 
6.4710 0.0654 0.0985 
4.2340 0.0422 0.0890 
6.1420 0.2952 0.5847 
0.5851 0.0201 0.0432 
5.9890 0.0436 0.0898 
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Table 12 (Continued) 
Temper- Para-
ature meter 
Point Std Std 
Estimate Error I Error II 
18" S 
18" 7 
18" ^ 
18" M 
11.8670 0.1464 0.4697 
5.1500 0.2312 0.6685 
0.7962 0.0226 0.0502 
20.0520 0.1343 0.4021 
20° 8 
20° 7 
20° ^ 
20° M 
9.2100 0.0478 0.1453 
5.0610 0.1074 0.2960 
0.6989 0.0092 0.0215 
15.5660 0.0487 0.1544 
22° S 
22° 7 
22° ^ 
22° M 
8.9890 0.0707 0.2572 
8.3910 0.3708 0.6417 
0.5994 0.0227 0.0746 
13.6050 0.0685 0.2355 
25" S 
25" 7 
25"  i  
25° M 
4.4770 0.0371 0.1046 
3.8340 0.0994 0.3453 
0.7424 0.0102 0.0266 
9.0690 0.0367 0.0879 
28° 6 
28° 7 
28° ^ 
28° M 
5.3770 0.0745 0.1369 
4.9860 0.2565 0.8443 
0.7567 0.0244 0.0621 
6.9960 0.0727 0.1281 
30° 8 
30° 7 
30° ^ 
30" M 
4.5360 0.0500 0.0867 
5.9000 0.3004 0.9280 
0.7035 0.0223 0.0364 
6.2630 0.0516 0.0887 
32" S 
32" 7 
32" £, 
32° M 
4.5840 0.0529 0.1127 
7.3220 0.4835 1.5297 
0.9277 0.0208 0.0449 
6.3600 0.0539 0.1072 
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Table 13 Estimates of daily hatch probabilities at 18° C from a nonparametric 
model 
Interval Estimate Std Error I Std Error II Std Error [II 
Tio 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
Tu 0.0081 0.0026 0.0051 0.0056 
TTjo 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
Tia 0.0030 0.0017 0.0026 0.0021 
TH 0.0091 0.0027 0.0064 0.0052 
T15 0.0769 0.0067 0.0210 0.0288 
TTis 0.1261 0.0082 0.0239 0.0501 
TI7 0.1113 0.0080 0.0226 0.0549 
""18 0.0822 0.0071 0.0165 0.0153 
""19 0.0991 0.0079 0.0245 0.0302 
TTOQ 0.0728 0.0071 0.0156 0.0402 
^21 0.0564 0.0067 0.0162 0.0314 
TToo 0.0346 0.0055 0.0110 0.0251 
^23 0.0338 0.0056 0.0121 0.0233 
^24 0.0214 0.0046 0.0091 0.0145 
TTos 0.0151 0.0042 0.0086 0.0121 
TToe 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
TTo? 0.2500 0.0125 0.0299 0.0345 
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Table 14 Estimates of daily hatch probabilities at 20° C from a nonparametric 
model 
Interval Estimate Std Error I Std Error II Std Error III 
Ta 0.0098 0.0034 0.0128 0.0146 
Tg 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
Tio 0.0013 0.0019 0.0057 0.0021 
Til 0.0033 0.0025 0.0073 0.0021 
^12 0.0083 0.0024 0.0096 0.0057 
iri3 0.0528 0.0045 0.0155 0.0181 
""14 0.0654 0.0050 0.0122 0.0161 
~15 0.1046 0.0058 0.0132 0.0232 
"16 0.1029 0.0057 0.0149 0.0274 
TIT 0.1140 0.0057 0.0138 0.0384 
Tis 0.0855 0.0050 0.0120 0.0099 
""19 0.0645 0.0045 0.0124 0.0329 
Too 0.0362 0.0036 0.0096 0.0319 
TTji 0.0116 0.0023 0.0058 0.0114 
^22 0.0041 0.0017 0.0025 0.0015 
""23 0.0050 0.0021 0.0030 0.0027 
7ro4 0.0010 0.0012 0.0014 0.0011 
""25 0.0028 0.0021 0.0021 0.0001 
7r26 0.3270 0.0085 0.0214 0.0308 
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Table 15 Estimates of daily hatch probabilities at 22® C from a nonparametric 
model 
Interval Estimate Std Error I Std Error II Std Error III 
Te 0.0029 0.0053 0.0020 0.0016 
""7 0.0085 0.0060 0.0058 0.0045 
T8 0.0000 0.0001 0.0000 0.0000 
Tg 0.0000 0.0001 0.0000 0.0000 
TlO 0.0763 0.0074 0.0230 0.0529 
Til 0.1472 0.0091 0.0267 0.0972 
TTjo 0.1086 0.0085 0.0208 0.0607 
Jri3 0.1436 0.0099 0.0308 0.0316 
n-14 0.1290 0.0099 0.0282 0.0457 
TlS 0.0610 0.0077 0.0200 0.0282 
1"l6 0.0337 0.0064 0.0129 0.0252 
iri7 0.0049 0.0027 0.0033 0.0031 
""18 0.0022 0.0021 0.0019 0.0011 
TTig 0.0024 0.0021 0.0019 0.0010 
7120 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
TTo J 0.2797 0.0136 0.0392 0.0907 
Table 16 Estimates of daily hatch probabilities at 25°C from a nonparametric 
model 
Interval Estimate Std Error I Std Error II Std Error III 
T6 0.0034 0.0013 0.0040 0.0031 
"•7 0.0112 0.0022 0.0060 0.0087 
Ta 0.0626 0.0043 0.0133 0.0164 
Tg 0.2052 0.0073 0.0225 0.0899 
""lO 0.2912 0.0083 0.0249 0.0606 
Til 0.1671 0.0068 0.0222 0.0726 
7ri2 0.0254 0.0031 0.0088 0.0118 
""13 0.0118 0.0022 0.0055 0.0071 
T14 0.0005 0.0005 0.0005 0.0006 
TlS 0.0012 0.0007 0.0008 0.0006 
TV6 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
'ri7 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
^18 0.2205 0.0069 0.0174 0.0292 
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Table 17 Estimates of daily hatch probabilities at 28° C from a aoapar£mietric 
model 
Interval Estimate Std Error I Std Error II Std Error III 
T3 0.0298 0.0060 0.0137 0.0032 
T4 0.0000 0.0001 0.0000 0.0000 
TS 0.0054 0.0037 0.0044 0.0006 
T6 0.0308 0.0052 0.0144 0.0208 
T? 0.4040 0.0146 0.0393 0.0337 
JTS 0.1937 0.0122 0.0293 0.0158 
T9 0.0470 0.0072 0.0149 0.0229 
TlO 0.0082 0.0035 0.0035 0.0045 
Til 0.0054 0.0031 0.0040 0.0024 
JTio 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
T13 0.0040 0.0034 0.0055 0.0036 
""14 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
T15 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
Tie 0.2716 0.0144 0.0337 0.0385 
Table 18 Estimates of daily hatch probabilities at 30°C from a nonparametric 
model 
Interval Estimate Std Error I Std Error II Std Error III 
Ta 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
T4 0.0029 0.0015 0.0029 0.0034 
T5 0.0042 0.0017 0.0036 0.0058 
T6 0.2219 0.0078 0.0216 0.0250 
T7 0.4315 0.0093 0.0223 0.0229 
T8 0.0778 0.0054 0.0122 0.0177 
^9 0.0137 0.0024 0.0029 0.0028 
JTio 0.0063 0.0017 0.0019 0.0001 
Til 0.0024 0.0012 0.0012 0.0008 
TTjo 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
T13 0.0022 0.0016 0.0017 0.0008 
T14 0.2371 0.0076 0.0157 0.0199 
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Table 19 Estimates of daily hatch probabilities at 32° C from a nonparametric 
model 
Interval Estimate Std Error I Std Error II Std Error III 
T3 0.0037 0.0027 0.0020 0.0003 
T4 0.0037 0.0027 0.0020 0.0003 
T5 0.0081 0.0023 0.0039 0.0044 
T6 0.2208 0.0108 0.0258 0.0606 
T? 0.3291 0.0123 0.0331 0.0705 
Tg 0.0406 0.0054 0.0087 0.0081 
TTg 0.0152 0.0035 0.0051 0.0040 
TlO 0.0047 0.0021 0.0028 0.0027 
I'll 0.0036 0.0019 0.0025 0.0023 
TTjo 0.0010 0.0011 0.0012 0.0007 
""is 0.0012 0.0013 0.0014 0.0013 
rri4 0.0132 0.0124 0.0089 0.0022 
TlS 0.3552 0.0175 0.0318 0.0582 
Table 20 Estimated differences in hatch probabilities at 18° C for the nonpara­
metric and limited failure Weibull models 
Interval Estimated 
Difference 
Std Error II 
of Difference 
Std Error III 
of Difference 
~10 + ~11 + "12 -0.0041 0.0039 0.0075 
Tia + -0.0446 0.0097 0.0275 
Tis 0.0215 0.0065 0.0221 
Tie 0.0508 0.0074 0.0243 
TIT 0.0196 0.0085 0.0213 
TTia -0.0187 0.0090 0.0127 
Tig -0.0007 0.0084 0.0071 
Too -0.0155 0.0073 0.0185 
TToi -0.0130 0.0075 0.0283 
TToj -0.0134 0.0085 0.0310 
TToa 0.0050 0.0085 0.0268 
7r24 0.0065 0.0068 0.0187 
T25 + Tog 0.0063 0.0067 0.0155 
To 7 0.0004 0.0298 0.0353 
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Table 21 Estimated differences in hatch probabilities at 20® C for the nonpcira-
metric and limited failure Weibull models 
Interval Estimate 
Difference 
Std Error II 
of Difference 
Std Error III 
of Difference 
Tg -(- TTg + TTjo 0.0059 0.0017 0.0028 
Til -0.0084 0.0025 0.0041 
TTio -0.0165 0.0039 0.0070 
""13 0.0090 0.0047 0.0113 
TU -0.0017 0.0049 0.0175 
TlS 0.0147 0.0050 0.0236 
""is -0.0022 0.0059 0.0254 
"•17 0.0077 0.0068 0.0190 
""18 -0.0055 0.0066 0.0095 
T19 -0.0001 0.0060 0.0157 
""20 -0.0006 0.0057 0.0215 
^21 -0.0048 0.0044 0.0178 
7V22 "f" ^23 ^24 "f" ^25 0.00o9 0.0036 0.0142 
^26 -0.0034 0.0212 0.0270 
We first test the fit of a marginal Weibull model at each temperature averaging across replicates. 
Some primary inspection intervals are combined to obtain expected counts larger than ten. Differences, 
computed as JTfc for the nonparametric model minus ir/t for the limited failure Weibull model, are shown 
in Tables 20 to 26 along with the standard errors of the differences based on the two sandwich covariance 
estimators. The degrees of freedom for each goodness of fit test are also shown m these tables. 
Substantial variability among replications requires the use of sandwich covariance estimators cor­
responding to standard error III in the goodness of fit test. The three replications available at each 
temperature are not sufficient for accurate use of the large sample chi-squared approximation to (47). 
Consequently, we also present results for tests based on the inadequate covariance matrix estimate in 
(49), that only accounts for correlations within cohorts, in Table 27. These test statistics have inflated 
type I error levels, and it is unclear if the proposed marginal Weibull model is adequate for higher 
temperatures. 
An alternative approach is to fit a separate limited failure Weibull model to the data from each 
replication at each temperature. We did this for the 25° C data, and found a significant lack of fit for 
the replication with 111 cohorts. Although the lack of fit for the other two replications at 25° C was not 
significant, we observed the same for all three replications. The limited failure Weibull model yielded 
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Table 22 Estimated differences in hatch probabilities at 22® C for the nonpara-
metric and limited failure Weibull models 
Interval Estimate 
Difference 
Std Error II 
of Difference 
Std Error III 
of Difference 
T6 + ITy -(- TTs + TTg -0.0293 0.0108 0.0408 
TlO 0.0156 0.0095 0.0430 
Til 0.0450 0.0111 0.0510 
TTio -0.0298 0.0124 0.0388 
T13 -0.0047 0.0136 0.0138 
n-14 0.0081 0.0136 0.0306 
TlS -0.0101 0.0131 0.0369 
Tie 0.0056 0.0100 0.0221 
T17 + JTis + Trig + ""20 0.0015 0.0057 0.0084 
TToi -0.0020 0.0392 0.0908 
a smaller estimate of the hatch probability in the inspection interval containing the median and higher 
probabilities in the other intervals. 
Results presented in Tables 20 to 26 indicate that this also occurs for higher temperatures, but the 
Weibull model fits better at lower temperatures. It appears that an alternative to the limited failure 
Weibull model should be developed to concentrate greater probability near the median hatch time as 
temperature increases. 
7 Discussion 
In the application of our nonparametric and semi-parametric methods to the bean leaf beetle data, 
we found that the sandwich covariance estimator given by (19) when j = j' provided similar estimates 
of standard errors to the bootstrap method used by Koehler (1994). It is very clear from this analysis 
that some type of robust variance estimator is needed to account for correlated hatch times within 
cohorts and variation among incubators. Although the limited failure Weibull model does not fit as 
well at the higher temperatures, it provided satisfactory estimates of the median hatch times and daily 
development rates. The limited failure Weibull model gives a straightforward estimate of median hatch 
time and also yields an estimate of the proportion of viable eggs. Unless variation among incubators 
can be better controlled, experiments of this type should use more replicates possibly with fewer cohorts 
per replicate. 
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Table 23 Estimated differences in hatch probabilities at 25° C for the nonpara-
metric £ind limited fsiilure Weibull models 
Interval Estimate 
Difference 
Std Error II 
of Difference 
Std Error III 
of Difference 
n-6 + jtt -0.0026 0.0042 0.0150 
JTg -0.0169 0.0092 0.0361 
n-g 0.0108 0.0100 0.0252 
Tio 0.0276 0.0149 0.0372 
TU -0.0086 0.0127 0.0546 
Ti l2  -0.0203 0.0100 0.0117 
""13 + TI4 + TTis + TTie + Tl7 0.0100 0.0022 0.0010 
TlS 0.0001 0.0171 0.0289 
Table 24 Estimated differences in hatch probabilities at 28°C for the nonpara-
metric and limited failure Weibull models 
Interval Estimate 
Difference 
Std Error II Std Error III 
of Difference of Difference 
""3 + "'4 -f- TTs -0.0013 
TTe -0.0923 
^7 0.1510 
ITS -0.0455 
"*9 + 'i'lO + ""11 + ^12 -|- 7ri3 -f 7ri4 + ""15 -0.0106 
JTis -0.0013 
0.0112 0.0051 
0.0134 0.0028 
0.0231 0.0220 
0.0225 0.0146 
0.0224 0.0376 
0.0311 0.0362 
8 Appendix: numerical issues 
We fit both the nonparametric method and the limited failure Weibull model using a modified Fisher 
scoring algorithm. For convergence we required that the maximum absolute change in the parameter 
estimates to be less than 0.0001. 
For the nonparametric method, we used a logistic reparameterization for TT to force each Tr^ to be 
between zero and one, and the elements of rr to add up to one, and to make the information matrix 
invertible. This reparameterization is 
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Table 25 Estimated differences in hatch probabilities at 30° C nonparametric 
and limited feiilure Weibuli models 
Interval Estimate 
Difference 
Std Error 11 
of Difference 
Std Error III 
of Difference 
^3 + ^4 + TS -0.0483 0.0056 0.0049 
T6 0.0246 0.0058 0.0025 
Tr 0.0963 0.0128 0.0075 
•^a -0.0852 0.0090 0.0086 
Tg -(- Jrjo JTii + ^>12 + ''"13 0.0141 0.0037 0.0033 
7ri4 -0.0015 0.0087 0.0106 
Table 26 Estimated differences in hatch probabilities at 32° C nonparcimetric 
and limited failure VVeibulI model 
Interval Estimate 
Difference 
Std Error II Std Error III 
of Difference of Difference 
i"3 + 7r4 -1- TTs -0.0444 
TTg 0.0349 
X7 0.0599 
Tg -|- Tg "t" JFjo -f- TTji + ITin JTjs -h -0.0333 
JTlS -0.0171 
0.0112 0.0055 
0.0120 0.0258 
0.0219 0.0342 
0.0199 0.0404 
0.0261 0.0509 
Then, we ma.ximized the log-lilcelihood with respect to (QI, QO, QK ')- In some replications, observed 
zero counts resulted in attemplb to estimate a boundary solution of tt^ = 0. To avoid numerical 
difficulties, we added a small number (0.00001) to all of the counts. Starting values used for the 
nonparametric method were a = 0 which corresponds to equally likely probabilities of hatching in 
all intervals, but we obtained the same mziximum likelihood estimates when we used starting values 
computed from the observed proportions of eggs hatching on a given day. 
In fitting the limited failure Weibuli model, we also needed to prevent estimates of from getting too 
small, to prevent overflow problems in evaluating the log-likelihood and its derivatives, on each iteration, 
after updating the values of 7, and we changed the new value of the iTk to = (l—£)irk+£/{K' -1-1), 
where e = .000001, before evaluating the log-likelihood. Starting values for this method can aiso be 
problematic. We tried some method of moments estimators as starting values, but concluded that a 
grid search was necessary to find appropriate starting values. 
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Table 27 Assessing the goodness of fit of the limited failure Weibull model 
Temperature df Test Statistic p-v2ilue Test Statistic p-value 
Using Std Error II Using Std Error III 
18» 11 0.7386 1.0000 0.1091 1.0000 
20° 11 0.4901 1.0000 0.0321 1.0000 
22° 7 0.0907 1.0000 0.0112 1.0000 
25° 5 4.7039 0.4531 0.3522 0.9965 
ro
 
00
 
o
 
3 7.8391 0.0495 7.9873 0.0463 
30° 3 77.9823 0.0000 62.3163 0.0000 
32° 2 10.2478 0.0060 1.5556 0.4594 
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Figure 1 Relationship between daily development rate and temperature using 
weighted least squares 
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A; Medians for Combined Data 
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Figure 2 Relationship between median and temperature using weighted least 
squares 
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A: Estimated Weibull Scale Parameter for Combined Data 
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B: Estimated Weibull Scale Parameter for Each Replication 
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Figure 3 Relationship between estimated 6 and temperature 
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A: Estimated Weibull Shape Parameter for Combined Data 
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B: Estimated Weibull Shape Parameter for Each Replication 
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Figure 4 Relationship between estimated 7  and temperature 
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A: Estimated Probability of Viability for Combined Data 
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B: Estimated Probability of Viability for Each Replication 
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Figure 5 Relationship between estimated ^ and temperature 
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GENERAL CONCLUSIONS 
In this dissertation we have addressed the issue of analysis of interval censored lifetime data. We 
have explored two different approaches. The first approach assumes that an underlying continuous time 
model is reasonable for the data, and uses modifications to the partial likelihood to deal with tied event 
times arising from the interval censoring. In the second approach we applied discrete models to the 
counts representing the number of failures in the inspection intervals. 
We studied the effects of interval censoring on partial likelihood analysis of proportional hazards 
models and found that the Efron approximation to the partial likelihood produces accurate estimates 
of treatment effects and reliable confidence intervals provided that fewer than 20 % of the cases that 
are observed to fail are involved in ties. This performance was superior to the Breslow approximation 
and almost identical to maximizing the geometric mean of all possible partial likelihoods. The behavior 
of the estimator that maximizes the arithmetic mean of all possible peirtial likelihoods is similar to 
the behavior of the partial likelihood estimator that would be obtained if the exact failure times were 
available. In the appendix we present our program for computing the geometric and arithmetic means 
of all possible partial likelihoods. If the tied failure times in a particular inspection interval exceed some 
specified bound, then we use averages of partial likelihoods for a random sample of possible orderings. 
In the second paper we adopted a discrete approach to interval censored lifetime data. In addition to 
interval censoring, we considered cohorts with correlated survival times nested in replications where dif­
ferent cohorts are inspected on different schedules. Additionally, there is a proportion of the population 
which in not subject to fciilure. We explored a working model approach based on cui independence multi­
nomial model and a parametric model for multinomial probabilities. We used a sandwich covariance 
estimator to account for the correlated failure times within cohorts and variation among replications 
which uses properties of the score function of the working multinomial log-likelihood. Additionally we 
developed a test to compare two models a nonparametric model and a semi-parametric model where 
probabilities of failure within am inspection interval are modeled by a parametric function. 
Finally, we presented an application of our methods to modeling the effect of temperature on de­
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velopment rates of bean leaf beetles. Algorithms for evaluating parameter estimates were developed in 
S-plus. It was observed that the limited failure Weibull model did not adequately describe the data at 
higher temperatures. Improvements to this model is a topic for further research. 
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APPENDIX: PROGRAMS FOR COX PROPORTIONAL HAZARDS 
REGRESSION 
The following listing of programs detail the modifications which we made to the version of of the 
Package for Survival Analysts tn S written and made available from StatLib by Terry M. Therneau. 
We made only slight changes to the coxph.s by adding two options to the menu of choices of 
method for handling tied failure times. We added '' surith'' and ''geo'' to the line which 
reads method = cC'efron'', "bresloW", "exact"') . These options are added throughout 
the program in appropriate places. Additionally we added a parameter iseed = negative integer 
and the line m$iseed <- NULL where iseed is the seed for the random number generator which 
randomly selects possible orderings for failures which appear in the same interval. 
We used Therneau's coxfit2.c as the basis for the functions avgfit.c and geofit.c. These 
ograms are listed below along with some additional functions which our program uses. 
avgfit.c by Becky Beaner S/8/1997 
DESCRIPTION; avgfit estimates beta, the peuraemeter vector 
for the Cox Proportioned. Hazsurds regresssion, using 
Newton Raphson iterations on the log pairtial likelihood 
where the log peurticil likelihood is the sirithmetic mean 
of aJ.1 possible log partial likelihoods (if the number of 
ties in any pcirticular interval is less than CUTOFF) or a 
random sample of HAXORDER possible orderings of the coveiriates 
if the number of ties in an interval is greater than or equed. to CUTOFF 
FUNCTIONS CALLED: Therneau: cholesky2, chsolve2, chinv2, dmatrix 
My functions: notiespl, permute, ranpermute (which calls ran2) 
factorial 
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«* 
** INPUTS: 
** maziter inumber of iterations (set to be 10 in this application) 
** nused :number of observations or people 
** nvar :number of covariates 
time(n) :time of event or censoring for person i 
status(n) :status for the ith person l=dead , O=censored 
** covar(nv,n) :covariates for person i. 
** Note that S sends this in column major order. 
•• eps :tolerance for convergence. Iteration continues until 
** the percent chcinge in loglikelihood is <= eps. 
(set to be 0.0001 in this application) 
»» sctest ;on input = 0 
** iseed :seed for the random number generator in C which is 
** used for sampling of possible orders. Must be 
•• a negative number. 
** 
** RETURNED VALUES: 
»• means(nv) : vector of column mezms of X 
** beta(nv) :the vector of answers (at stsurt contains initial est 
•• which is zero by default in this application) 
u(nv) :score vector 
imat(nv,nv) :the variance matrix at beta=finsJ., eilso a ragged eurray 
•• if flag<0, imat is undefined upon return 
loglik(2) :logliic at beta=iaitial values, at beta=final 
** sctest :the score test at beta=initial 
** flag :success flag 1000 did not converge 
1 to nveir: remk of the solution 
** maxiter :actual number of iterations used 
** 
** ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS: 
•• This progrsun has been adapted from Terry Themeau's Cox Regression 
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** progratm for the Efron and Breslov methods, coxfit2.c 
** 
** MOTES: I dropped the strata, offset, juid weight variables from 
** Themeau's original program. 
** THE DATA MUST BE SORTED BY ASCENDING TIME 
** GLOBALLY DEFINED VARIABLES: 
MAX = Maximum number of ties allowed 
** CUTOFF = Switch point for switching from iterating through all 
** permutations to random selection of possible orders 
** ORDERMAX = Number of randomly selected permutations 
•• LOCALLY DEFINED VARIABLES: 
•• i,j = Index for covariates = 0,... ,nvcir-l 
** k = Index for possible orders, 1 (#ties !) 
person = Index for failure times 
»» ties = Indicator: 0= sJ.1 failure times in interval are unique 
1 = have tied failure times 
** orders = Number of possible orders is either (frties !) or 
ORDERMAX 
** steirt = Saves the orginal seed for the sampling of random 
** orders from the beginning of the first iteration 
• • permCMAX]= A permutation of the ordering of the failures in 
an interval 
** markCi] = M2irk(i) contains the number of tied deaths at this point, 
for the first person of severzil tied times. It is zero for 
•• the second emd etc of a group of tied times. 
** newbeta = New parameter estimates; the update 
** denom = Sum of the risks in the risk set 
** org_den = Saves the value of denom when enter cin interval with ties 
** heilving = 1 = doing step halving; 0 = not doing step hsilving 
** aD = Part of the score function computations 
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•• a2n = Contribution to the score ftmction for 2m interval 
•• cmat2Dn= Contribution to imat for an intervsd. 
** num.uO = Part of the numerator of the score function, used in 
** computations vhen there are ties. 
** cmat3DD= Used in computing imat when there eire ties 
** aSD = Stores what aD was at the begining of an intervcd 
** with ties 
** cmat4D = Stores what cmatD was at the begining of an interveil 
with ties 
** newlk = Contains the new VcQue of the loglikelihood for updated beta 
** pi = Contribution to the peurtieil likelihood for and interval 
•• cmatDD = Part of the imat computations (negative of second 
•• paurtial derivatives) 
** the work arrays cire passed as a single 
** vector of storage, and then broken out. 
** 
•/ 
#include <math.h> 
#include <stdio.h> 
#define MAX 100 
#define CUTOFF 8 
#define QROERMAX 5000 
double »*dmatrix(); 
void notiespK); 
long factoricilO: 
void permute(); 
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void ranpennuteO ; 
void avgfitCmeuciter, nusedx, nveirx, time, status, covar2, iseed, 
mecins, beta, u, imat2, loglik, flag, vork, 
eps, sctest) 
long •nusedx, 
•nvarx, 
•mcuciter, 
•flag, 
•iseed, 
status • : 
double •covar2, 
•imat2; 
double uD , 
means • , 
•work, 
betaD , 
timeD ; 
double loglikC2], 
•sctest: 
double •eps; 
{ 
register int i,j,k, person; 
int iter, ties; 
int aused, nvar; 
long orders, start; 
int perm [MAX] ; 
double ••coveir, •*cmat, ••imat; /•ragged array versions*/ 
double •mark; 
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double »a, •newbeta; 
double »a2, ••cinat2; 
double »iiuin_u, ••cmatS; 
double •aS, ••cmat4; 
double denom, org.den, zbeta, risk; 
double temp, temp2; 
double 11[2], newlk[2], pi[2]; 
int had-ving; 
nused = *nusedx; 
nvar = •nvzorx; 
/• 
Set up the ragged jurxays 
* /  
covcir= dinatrix(covcir2, nused, nvar); 
imat = djnatrix(iinat2, nvar, nvzur); 
cmat = dmatrixCwork, nvar, nvar); 
cmat2= dmatrixCwork+nvar^nvar, nvEor, nvax); 
a = work + 2«nvar»nvsur; 
newbeta = a + nvzir; 
a2 = newbeta + nvar; 
mark = a2 + nveir; 
cmat3 = dmatrix(mark+nused, nvar, nvcir); 
niim_u = mark + nused + nvar * nvar; 
cmat4 = dmatrix(num_u + nvar, nvar, nvar); 
a3 = num_u + nvju: + nvar • nvar; 
/» 
Compute the number of failures in each intervcil 
•/ 
temp=0; 
j=0; 
for (i=nused-l; i>0; i—) { 
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if (time[i]=time[i-l]) < 
j += status[i]; 
temp += status Ci]; 
mcirk Ci] =0; 
> 
else { 
msurkCi] = j + statusCi]; 
temp=0: j=0; 
> 
} 
mcu:k[0] = j + statusCO]; 
/• 
** Subtract the mesm from each covsir, as this makes the regression 
** much more stable 
*/ 
for (i=0; i<nvar; i++) { 
temp=0: 
for (person=0; person<nused; person-H-) temp += covarCi][person]; 
temp /= nused; 
means[i] = temp; 
for (person=0: person<nused; person++) cov«irCi] [person] -=temp; 
> 
/*  
** Initializations for the random seunpling of orders 
•/ 
stcirt = •iseed; 
for (i=0; i < MAX; i++){ 
perm[i]=0;} 
ties=0; 
/*  
** do the initicd. iteration step 
•/ 
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/» 
** Initialize the eirrays for the snos of the risks, and the loglikelihood, 
** the score function, the negative of the matrix of second partial derivatives 
** and the working arrays used in computing them 
* /  
loglikCl] =0; 
11C1]=0: 
piCl]=0; 
denom = 0; 
org_den = 0; 
for (i=0: i<nvar; i++) { 
uCi] =0; 
a[i] =0; 
a2[i] =0; 
num_u [i] =0; 
a3Ci] = 0; 
for (j=0: j<nvar: 
imat[i][j] =0 ; 
cmatCi] Cj]=0: 
cmat2Ci]Cj] =0; 
cmat3Ci]Cj] =0; 
cmat4Ci]Cj] =0; 
> 
> 
for (person=nused-l; person >=0; person —){ 
if (status[person] = 0){ 
/* 
** Add the censored observations into the risk set 
•/ 
zbeta =0; /* form the term beta^z (vector mult) •/ 
risk =0; 
for (i=0; i<nveur: i++) 
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zbeta += beta [i] »covarCi3 [person] : 
risk = exp(zbeta); 
denom += risk; 
for (i=0; i<nvar; i++) { 
a[i] += risk*covarCi][person] ; 
for (j=0; j<=i; j++) 
cmat[i][j] += risk«covar[i] [person] »covsu:[j] [person] : 
> 
y /• end of censored portion •/ 
else-C 
if (mcirk[person] = 1){ 
ties=0; 
/ *  
** There is only one failure in the interval, so there is one 
•• unique contribution to the likelihood. 
•/ 
notiespKnvcir, (int)in2urk[person] , person, covax, status, 
beta, ftdenom, 11. a2, cmat2, a, cmat, ties, perm); 
loglik[l] += 11 [1]; 
for (i=0: i<nvar; i-H-) { 
u[i] += a2[i]: 
for (j=0; j<=i; j++)-C 
imat[j][i] += cmat2[j][i]; 
} 
} 
} /» end of loop for unique pearCieil likelihood*"/ 
else if (mark [person] > 0)-C 
ties=l: 
/• 
There is more than one failure in the interval 
•• Decide how many possible orderings of the covariates to use. 
*/ 
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if ( mark[person] >= CUTOFF) orders = ORDERMAX; 
else orders = factorial( (int )mjirk[person] ) ; 
loglik[l] -= log((double)orders); 
pl[l] =0; 
for (i=0: i<nvar; i++){ 
num_u[i]=0; 
for (j=0; j<nvar: j-H-)-C 
cmat3[i][j] =0; 
} 
> 
for ( k=0: k < orders; k++){ 
/» 
•• Compute a permuation of the orderings 
•/ 
if ( mzirk[person] >= CUTOFF) { 
ranpermuteCperm, (int)mark[person] , tstart); 
> 
else permuteCperm, (int)meurk[person], k, orders); 
/• 
»» Save the values of things with the risk set 
** as it was when entering the intervcil. 
*/ 
org_den = denom; 
for (i=0; i<nvar; i++) { 
a3[i] = a[i] ; 
for (j=0; j<nvza-; j-H-){ 
cmat4[i] [j] = cmat[i][j]; 
} 
} 
/* 
•• Compute the contribution to the likelihood and etc 
•• for this pccrticulzir intervzJ. 
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* /  
notiespKnvar, (int) mark [person] , person, covar, status, 
beta, ftdenom, 11, a2, cmat2, a, cmat, ties, perm); 
temp = erpdlCl]); 
plCl] += temp; 
for (i=0; i<nvar; i++) 
num_uCi3 += temp«a2Ci]; 
for (j=0; j<=i: j++){ 
cmat3Cj]Ci] += temp«(a2Cj] • eiSCi] - cmat2[j] [i]); 
> 
> 
if ( k != orders-l){ 
/» 
After finishing a possible order, set these things 
** back to what they were before starting analyzing 
** the intervsil using a particulcir ordering unless 
** it is the last intervcil being considered. 
»/ 
denom = org_den; 
for (i=0: i<nvar; i++) { 
aCi] = a3Ci] : 
for (j=0; j<nvar: j++)-C 
cmatCi]Cj] = cmat4Ci]Cj]: 
} 
> 
> 
} 
/* 
** Update the returned Vcd.ues 
»/ 
loglikCl] += logCplCl]); 
for (i=0; i<nvcur: i++) { 
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u[i] += nuni_u[i] / plCl]; 
for (j=0; j<=i; 
imatCj]Ci] -= (cmat3[jHi] • plCl] -
num_uCj]»num_u[j]) / (pl[l]* plCl]) ; 
> 
> /• end of loop for ties •/ 
y /* end of else loop */ 
> /* end of loop for cill people */ 
/*  
** End of the initial iteration step 
*/ 
loglikCO] = loglikCl]; 
/» am I done? 
** update the betas and test for convergence 
*/ 
for (i=0: i<nvcir: i++) /•use 'a' as a temp to save uO, for the score test*/ 
a[i] = uCi] : 
*flag= choleslcy2(imat, nveir); 
chsolve2(imat,nvar,a); /• a replaced by a •inverse(i) */ 
•sctest=0: 
for (i=0: i<nveur: i++) 
• sctest += uCi]^aCi]; 
/*  
** Never, never complain about convergence on the first step. That way, 
** if someone HAS to they can force one iter at a time. 
*/ 
/ •  
** Update the Ved.ue of beta 
•/ 
for (i=0: i<nvax; i++) { 
newbetaCi] = betaCi] + aCi] ; 
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} 
if (•maiiter=0) { 
cliinv2(ijnat,nvar); 
for (i=l: i<nvcir; i++) 
for (j=0: j<i; j++) iinatCi][j] = iinat[j]Ci]; 
return; /• and we leave the old beta in peace */ 
} 
/* 
** Main loop; the loop follows the same logic as the 
** initicJ. iteration 
•/ 
halving =0 ; /» =1 when in the midst of "step hzJ-ving" 
for (iter=i; iter<=»inauciter; iter++) -C 
/* 
** Resetting things which need to be reset at each iteration 
*/ 
start = •iseed; 
newlkCi] =0; 
11[1] =0; 
denom = 0; 
for (i=0: i<nvsu:: i++) { 
u[i] =0; 
aCi] =0; 
a2[i] =0; 
a3Ci] =0; 
num_u[i]=0; 
for (j=0; j<nvar: j++){ 
imatCi]Cj] =0 ; 
cmatCi] Cj]=0; 
cmat2[i][j] =0; 
cmat3[i][j] =0; 
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cmat4Ci3[j] =0; 
> 
> 
for (person=nused-l; person >=0; person —){ 
if (status[person] = 0){ 
zbeta = 0 ;  /* form the term beta* 2  (vector mult) •/ 
risk =0; 
for (i=0: i<nT2ir: i++) 
zbeta += newbetaCi]»covarCi][person]: 
risk = exp(zbeta); 
denom += risk; 
for (i=0: i<nvzu:; i++) { 
a[i] += risk»covcir[i] [person] : 
for (j=0; j<=i; j++) 
cmat[i][j] += risk»covaur[i] [person] »covar[j] [person] ; 
> 
} 
else if (mark[person] = 1){ 
ties = 0; 
notiespKnvcir, (int) mark [person] , person, covar, status, 
neabeta, ftdenom, 11, a2, cmat2, a, cmat, ties, perm); 
neHlk[l] += 11 [1]; 
for (i=0; i<nvax; i+-(-) { 
u[i] += ci2[i]: 
for (j=0; j<=i; j++){ 
imat[j][i] += cmat2[j][i]; 
> 
} 
} /* end of loop for unique likelihood */ 
else if (mcirk [person] > 0)-C 
ties = 1; 
if ( mark[person] >= CUTOFF) orders = ORDERHAX; 
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else orders = f actorial((int:)mEu:k [person]); 
newlkCl] -= log((double)orders); 
plCl] =0; 
for (i=0: i<iivar: i++)-C 
nuin_u[i] =0; 
for (j=0; j<nvjur: j++){ 
cmatS[i][j] =0; 
> 
> 
for ( k=0; k < orders; k++){ 
if ( mzarkCperson] >= CUTOFF) reinpermute(perm, (int)m2u:kCperson] , tstart); 
else permute (perm, (int)mEurk Cperson] , k, orders); 
org_den = denom; 
for (i=0; Knvar; i-H-) { 
a3Ci] = aCi] ; 
for (j=0; j<nvar; j++)f 
cmat4Ci]Cj] = cmatCi]Cj]; 
> 
> 
aotiespKnvar, (int)mju:kCperson] , person, covcir, status, 
newbeta, ftdenom, 11, ci2, cmat2, a, cmat, ties, perm); 
temp = expdlCl]); 
plCl] += temp; 
for (i=0; i<nvcu:; i++) { 
num_u Ci] += temp»a2 Ci]; 
for (j=0; j<=i; j++){ 
cmat3Cj]Ci] += temp*(a2Cj] * a2Ci] - cmat2Cj] Ci]); 
} 
} 
if ( k != orders -1 ){ 
denom = org_den; 
for (i=0; i<nv2a:; i++) { 
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aCi] = a3[i] ; 
for (j=0; j<nv£u:; j++){ 
cmatCilCj] = cinat4[i] Cj] ; 
> 
} 
> 
> /* end of loop for orders »/ 
newlkCl] += logCplCl]); 
for Ci=0; i<nvar: i++) { 
u[i] += num_uCi] / plCl]; 
for (j=0: j<=i: ]•++){ 
imatCj]Ci] -= (cmat3[j] [i] • plCl] -
nuin_uCj]*num_u[j]) / (plCl]« plCl]) ; 
> 
} 
} /» end of loop for ties */ 
> /» end of loop for all people »/ 
/* am I done? 
** update the betas smd test for convergence 
•/ 
•flag = choleslcy2(imat, nvcir); 
if (fabs(l-(loglik[l]/neHlkCl]))<=«eps ) i /* all done »/ 
loglikCl] = newlkCl]; 
chinv2(iinat, nvar); /* invert the information matrix •/ 
for (i=l: i<nvar; i++) 
for (j=0: j<i: j++) imat[i]Cj] = imatCj]Ci]; 
for (i=0: i<nveu:: i++) 
betaCi] = newbetaCi]; 
if (hcilving=l) •flag= 1000; /fdidn't converge aifter e^l •/ 
•maxiter = iter; 
return; 
> 
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if (iter=»nicixiter) brecik; /•skip the step had.ving and etc •/ 
if (newUcCl] < loglikCl]) { /*it is not converging ! •/ 
heJ-ving =1; 
for (i=0: i<nvar; i++) 
newbetaCi] = (nesbetaCi] + betaCi]) /2; /•half of old increment •/ 
> 
else { 
h2J.ving=0: 
loglikCl] = newlkCi] ; 
chsolve2(imat,nvar,u); 
j=0; 
for (i=0; i<nvar: i++) { 
betaCi] = ae»beta[i]; 
newbetaCi] = newbetaCi] + uCi] : 
> 
} 
} /• return for another iteration •/ 
loglikCl] = newUtCl] : 
chinv2(imat, nvar); 
for (i=l: i<nv2u:; i++) 
for (j=0: j<i; j++) imatCi][j] = imatCjJCi]; 
for (i=0; i<nvar; i++) 
betaCi] = newbetaCi]: 
•flag= 1000; 
return; 
} 
/• GEOfit.c by Becky Benner 5/8/1997 
•» DESCRIPTION: avgfit estimates beta, the paraemeter vector 
** for the Cox Proportional Hazards regresssion, using 
»• Newton Raphson iterations on the log partial likelihood 
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** Rhere the log partizil likelihood is the geometric mean 
** of all possible log peurtial likelihoods (if the number of 
ties in any particulju: interval is less thzm CUTOFF) or a 
** random sample of MAXQRDER possible orderings of the corariates 
•• if the number of ties in an interved. is greater than or equaJ. to CUTOFF 
** 
** FUNCTIONS CALLED: Themeau: cholesky2, chsolve2, chinv2, dmatrix 
My functions: notiespl, permute, reinpermute (ahich csQls raix2) 
•• factorial 
INPUTS: 
** maxiter ;number of iterations (set to be 10 in this application) 
•• nused :number of observations or people 
nvcir : number of covauriates 
** time(n) :time of event or censoring for person i 
status(n) :status for the ith person l=dead , O=censored 
** covar(nv,n) :covariates for person i. 
•• Note that S sends this in column major order. 
•• eps :tolerance for convergence. Iteration continues until 
** the percent change in loglikelihood is <= eps. 
•• (set to be 0.0001 in this application) 
** sctest :on input = 0 
•• iseed :seed for the random number generator in C which is 
•• used for sampling of possible orders. Must be 
a negative number. 
•• RETURNED VALUES: 
** means(nv) : vector of column meains of X 
** beta(nv) :the vector of answers (at start contains initial est 
*• which is zero by default in this application) 
•• u(nv) :score vector 
•• imat(nv,nv) :the veuriance matrix at beta=final, cd.so a ragged zunray 
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** if flag<0, imat is undefined upon return 
loglik(2) :loglik at beta=initi3d values, at beta=final 
sctest :the score test at beta=initi2J. 
** flag : success flzig 1000 did not converge 
1 to nvzar: rank of the solution 
** maziter lactued. number of iterations used 
** 
** ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS: 
** This program has been adapted from Terry Themeau's Cox Regression 
** program for the Efron and Breslov methods, coxfit2.c 
** NOTES: I dropped the strata, offset, and weight variables from 
** Themeau's original program. 
THE DATA MUST BE SORTED BY ASCENDING TIME 
** 
** GLOBALLY DEFINED VARIABLES: 
** MAX = Maximum number of ties cillowed 
** CUTOFF = Switch point for switching from iterating through all 
** permutations to random selection of possible orders 
** ORDERMAX = Number of randomly selected permutations 
** LOCALLY DEFINED VARIABLES; 
** i,j = Index for covariates = 0,... ,nveir-l 
•• k = Index for possible orders, 1 (#ties !) 
** person = Index for failure times 
ties = Indicator: 0= all failure times in interval are unique 
** 1 = have tied failure times 
** orders = Number of possible orders is either (#ties !) or 
•• ORDERMAX 
** start = Saves the orgincil seed for the sampling of random 
»» orders from the beginning of the first iteration 
** perm[MAX3= A permutation of the ordering of the failures in 
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** an interval 
** markti] = MzurkCi) contains the number of tied deaths at this point, 
** for the first person of several tied times. It is zero for 
** the second emd etc of a group of tied times. 
** nesbeta = New parameter estimates; the update 
** denom = Sum of the risks in the risk set 
** org.den = Saves the value of denom when enter an interveil with ties 
** hcilving = 1 = doing step hedving; 0 = not doing step hzQ-ving 
•• aD = Part of the score function computations 
** ei2D = Contribution to the score function for 201 interval 
»» cmat2Dn= Contribution to imat for em interval 
num.uD = Peart of the numerator of the score function, used in 
computations when there cure ties. 
• • cmat3Dn= Used in computing imat when there are ties 
»» aSQ = Stores what aQ was at the begining of an interval 
** with ties 
• • cmat4D = Stores what cmatD was at the begining of aui intervcil 
** with ties 
** newlk = Contains the new value of the loglikelihood for updated beta 
•• pi = Contribution to the particil likelihood for and interved. 
• • cmatDD = Peurt of the imat computations (negative of second 
•* partieJ. derivatives) 
** the work arrays cire passed as a single 
** vector of storage, and then broken out. 
*/ 
^include <math.h> 
^include <stdio.h> 
#define MAX 100 
#define CUTOFF 8 
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tdefine OROERHAX 5000 
double ••dmatriiO: 
void notiespK): 
long factorieilO ; 
void permuteO: 
void ranpermuteO: 
void geofit(maxiter, nusedx, nvarx, time, status, covar2, iseed, 
means, beta, u, imat2, loglilc, flag, work, 
eps, sctest) 
long •nusedx, 
•nvarx, 
•maxiter, 
*flag, 
•iseed, 
status • ; 
double •covar2, 
*imat2; 
double uD, 
means • , 
•work, 
betaD , 
timeD ; 
double loglikC2], 
•sctest; 
double •eps; 
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register int person; 
int iter, ties; 
int nused, n7ar; 
long orders, start; 
int perm[MAX]; 
double ••covar, •»cmat, •*imat; /•ragged aunray versions*/ 
double ^rnark; 
double *a, ^nevbeta; 
double •a2, *»cmat2; 
double •num_u, ••cmat3; 
double »a3, ••cmat4; 
double denom, org.den, zbeta, risk; 
double temp, temp2; 
double IIC2], neHlkC2], plC2]; 
int hcilving; 
nused = ^nusedx; 
nvtir = *nvazx; 
/ *  
** Set up the ragged arrays 
*/ 
covax= dmatrix(covar2, nused, nvar); 
imat = dmatrix(imat2, nvar, nvar); 
cmat = dmatriiCtfork, nvar, nvar); 
cmat2= dmatrix(work+nvar»nvar, nvar, nvar); 
a = work + 2»nvaLr«nvar; 
newbeta = a + nvar; 
a2 = newbeta + nvar; 
meurk = a2 + nvar; 
cmat3 = dmatrixCmzurk+nused, nvcur, nvar); 
I l l  
niim_u = mark + nused + nvar * nvar; 
cmat4 = dmatrix(nuni_u + nvar, nvar, nvax); 
a3 = num_u + nvar + nvzu: * nveur; 
/* 
** Compute the number of failures in each intervsd. 
•/ 
temp=0; 
j=0: 
for (i=nused-l; i>0; i—) { 
if (timeCiD==timeCi-l]) i 
j += status Ci]: 
temp += status[i]; 
mark [i] =0 ,* 
} 
else { 
mcirk Ci] = j + status Ci] ; 
temp=0: j=0; 
} 
> 
markCo] = j + status CO]; 
/ *  
** Subtract the mean from each coveir, as this makes the regression 
** much more stable 
*/ 
for (i=0; i<nvar: i++) { 
temp=0: 
for (person=0: person<nused; person++) temp += covarCi]Cperson]; 
temp /= nused; 
meansCi] = temp; 
for (person=0; person<nused; person++) coveirCi]Cperson] -=temp; 
> 
/* 
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** Initi2d.iza-Cions for the remdom sampling of orders 
•/ 
start = •iseed; 
for (i=0: i < MAX; i-H-){ 
pennCi]=0:} 
ties=0: 
/* 
** do the initial iteration step 
*/ 
/• 
»» Initied.ize the arrays for the sums of the risks, and the loglikelihood, 
** the score fiinction, the negative of the matrix of second partial derivatives 
** and the working eirrays used in computing them 
*/ 
loglikCl] =0; 
11C1]=0; 
plCl]=0: 
denom = 0; 
org_den = 0; 
for (i=0: i<nvar; i++) { 
uCi] =0; 
aCi] =0; 
a2Ci] =0; 
num_u[i]=0: 
a3Ci] = 0; 
for (j=0; j<nvar; j++){ 
imatCi][j] =0 ; 
cmat [i] Cj] =0; 
cmat2[i]Cj] =0; 
cmat3[i]Cj] =0; 
cmat4[i]Cj] =0; 
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for (person=mised-l: person >=0; person —){ 
if (status[person] = 0){ 
/* 
** Add the censored observations into the risk set 
*/ 
zbeta =0; /» form the term beta^z (vector mult) */ 
risk =0; 
for (i=0; i<nvar; i++) 
zbeta += betaCi] •covcirCi] [person] ; 
risk = exp(zbeta); 
denom += risk; 
for (i=0: i<nvcur: i++) { 
a[i] += risk»covar[i][person] ; 
for (j=0: j<=i; j++) 
cmat[i][j] += risk#covar[i] [person] *covctr[j] [person] ; 
} 
y /* end of censored portion */ 
else{ 
if (mark[person] = 1){ 
ties=0: 
/*  
** There is only one failure in the interveJ., so there is one 
** unique contribution to the likelihood. 
*/ 
notiespKnvzLT, (int)mark[person] , person, covcu:, status, 
beta, ftdenom, 11, a2, cmat2, a, cmat, ties, perm); 
loglik[l] += 11[1]; 
for (i=0; i<nvax; i++) { 
u[i] += a2[i]; 
for (j=0; j<=i; j++){ 
iinat[j][i] += cmat2[j][i]; 
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> 
> 
} /» end of loop for unique particil likelihood'*/ 
else if (rnzurkCperson] > 0){ 
ties=l; 
/* 
** There is more than one failure in the intervad. 
** Decide how many possible orderings of the coTciriates to use. 
•/ 
if (markCperson] >= CTTTOFF) orders = ORDERHAX; 
else orders = factorial((int)markCperson]); 
plCl] =0; 
for (i=0: i<nvar: i++)-C 
num_u [i] =0; 
for (j=0: j<nvar: 
cmat3Ci]Cj] =0; 
> 
> 
for ( k=0; k < orders; k++)-C 
/*  
** Compute a permuation of the orderings 
*/ 
if (markCperson] >= CUTOFF) rcinpermuteCperm, (int)markCperson], ftstart); 
else permuteCperm, (int)mark[person], k, orders): 
/*  
** Save the values of things with the risk set 
** as it was when entering the interval.. 
*/ 
org_den = denom; 
for (i=0: i<nvar: i++) { 
a3[i] = aCi] ; 
for (j=0; j<nv2u:; j++)-C 
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cniat4Ci] Cj] = cmatCi][j]; 
> 
> 
/*  
** Compute the contribution to the likelihood and etc 
•• for this particulcur interval 
*/ 
notiespKnvar, (int)mark[person] , person, covar, status, 
beta, ftdenom, 11, a2, cmat2, a, cnat, ties, perm); 
plCl] += 11 [13: 
for (i=0: i<nvar; i-H-) { 
num_u Ci] += a2[i]; 
for (j=0: j<=i: j++)-C 
cmat3[j]Ci] += cmat2[j] [i] ; 
> 
> 
if ( k != orders-l)-C 
/* 
** After finishing a possible order, set these things 
** back to Hhat they were before steirting aneilyzing 
** the intervjd. using a particular ordering unless 
** it is the last interval being considered. 
* /  
denom = org_den; 
for (i=0; i<nvar; i++) { 
a[i] = a3[i]; 
for (j=0: j<nvar: j++)-[ 
cmatCi] [j] = cmat4Ci] [j] ; 
} 
> 
> 
> 
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/* 
** Update the returned veilues 
•/ 
loglikCl] += piCl]/orders; 
for (i=0; Knvar; i++) { 
uCi] += num.uCi] / orders; 
for (j=0: j<=i; j++){ 
iniat[j][i] += cmat3[j][i] /orders; 
> 
} 
\ I* end of loop for ties »/ 
> /» end of else loop */ 
> /• end of loop for Ed.1 people »/ 
/• 
** End of the initicil iteration step 
*/ 
/** /  
loglikCO] = loglikCl]: 
/» am I done? 
** update the betas and test for convergence 
*/ 
for (i=0; i<nv2u:: i++) /»use 'a' as a temp to save uO, for the score test^/ 
a[i] = uCi] ; 
•flag= cholesky2(imat, nvjir); 
chsolve2(imat,nvar,a); /• a replaced by a »inverse(i) */ 
•sctest=0; 
for (i=0; i<nv2ir; i++) 
•sctest += u[i]»aCi]; 
/*  
** Never, never complain about convergence on the first step. That way, 
if someone HAS to they can force one iter at a time. 
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*/ 
/* 
** Update the 72d.ue of beta 
*/ 
for (i=0; i<nvar; i++) •[ 
aewbetaCi] = beta[i] + aCi]; 
> 
if (•maxiter=0) { 
chinv2(imat,nvar); 
for (i=l: i<iiTar: i-H-) 
for (j=0: j<i: j-H") imatCiJCj] = imatCj] [i] ; 
return; /* and we leave the old beta in peace •/ 
> 
/• 
** Main loop; the loop folloos the same logic as the 
initicLl iteration 
* /  
halving =0 ; /» =1 when in the midst of "step halving" 
for (iter=l; iter<=»maxiter; iter++) { 
/» 
Resetting things which need to be reset at each iteration 
*/ 
start = »iseed; 
newUcCl] =0; 
11Cl] =0; 
denom = 0; 
for (i=0; i<nveir; i++) { 
u[i] =0; 
aCi] =0; 
a2Ci] =0; 
a3Ci] =0; 
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num.u[i]=0; 
for (j=0; j<nvar: j++){ 
imatCilCj] =0 ; 
cmatCi] Cj]=0; 
cmat2Ci] Cj] =0; 
cmat3[i]Cj3 =0; 
cmat4[i][j] =0; 
> 
> 
for (person=iiused-l; person >=0; person —){ 
if (statusCperson] = 0){ 
zbeta =0; /* form the term beta»z (vector mult) •/ 
risk =0; 
for (1=0; Knveur; i++) 
zbeta += newbeta[i]»covar[i]Cperson]; 
risk = exp(zbeta); 
denom += risk; 
for (i=0: i<nvar; i-H-) •[ 
aCi] += risk^covarCi]Cperson]; 
for (j=0: j<=i: j++) 
cmatCi]Cj] += risk^covarCi][person]•covarCj]Cperson] ; 
} 
> 
else if (markCperson] = 1){ 
ties = 0; 
notiespKnvzir, (int) mark Cperson] , person, covar, status, 
newbeta, tdenom, 11, a2, cmat2, a, cmat, ties, perm); 
newlkCl] += 11 Cl]; 
for (i=0: i<nv2u:: i++) { 
u Ci] += a2 Ci] ; 
for (j=0; j<=i; j-H-){ 
imatCj]Ci] += cmat2Cj] Ci] : 
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} 
> 
} /» end of loop for unique likelihood »/ 
else if (markCperson] > 0)< 
ties = 1; 
if (mark[person] >= CUTOFF) orders = ORDERMAX; 
else orders = factorial((int)markCperson] ); 
pl[l] =0; 
for (i=0; i<nTar; i-H-)-[ 
num_u[i]=0; 
for (j=0; 3<nvair; j++)-C 
cmat3[i][j] =0; 
} 
> 
for ( k=0; k < orders; k-M-)-C 
if (msurk[person] >= CUTOFF) ranpermute(perm, (int)in2u:k[person] , tstart); 
else permute(perm, (int)mark[person], k, orders); 
org_den = denom; 
for (i=0; i<nv2Lr; i++) { 
a3[i] = a[i] ; 
for (j=0; j<nvar; j-H-)-C 
cmat4[i] Cj] = cmat[i] [j] ; 
} 
> 
notiespKnveur, (int) mark [person] , person, covar, status, 
nenbeta, ftdenom, 11, a2, cmat2, a, cmat, ties, perm); 
pl[l] += 11 [1]; 
for (i=0: i<nv2u:; i++) { 
num_u[i] += a2[i]; 
for (j=0; j<=i: j-H-){ 
cmat3[j][i] += cmat2[j][i]; 
} 
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} 
if ( k != orders -1 ){ 
denom = org_den: 
for Ci=0: i<iivjur; i-H-) { 
aCi] = a3[i]; 
for (j=0; j<iivar; j++)-C 
cmat[i][j] = cmat4Ci] [j] : 
} 
} 
} 
} /» end of loop for orders »/ 
newlkCl] += pi[1]/orders; 
for (i=0: i<nvar; i++) { 
uCi] += num_uCi] / orders; 
for (j=0: j<=i: 
iinat[j][i] += cmat3[j] [i]/orders; 
} 
> 
} /* end of loop for ties */ 
> /* end of loop for all people •/ 
/• am I done? 
** update the betas and test for convergence 
* /  
•flag = cholesky2(iinat, nvar); 
if (fabs(l-(loglik[l]/newlkCl] ))<=«eps ) { /* sai done •/ 
loglikCl] = newlkCl]; 
chinv2(imat, nvar); /* invert the information matrix */ 
for (i=l; i<nv2ur; i++) 
for (j=0; j<i; j++) imatCilCj] = imatCjDCi]; 
for (i=0; i<nvar; i++) 
betaCi] = newbetaCi]; 
if (halving=l) •flag= tOOO; /*didn't converge after 2J.1 •/ 
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•maxiter = iter; 
return; 
} 
if (iter=»m3uciter) break; /»skip the step halving and etc •/ 
if (newlkCl] < loglikCl]) i /»it is not converging ! */ 
halving =1; 
for (i=0; i<nvar; i++) 
newbetaCi] = (newbetaCi] + betaCi]) 72; /*half of old increment */ 
> 
else { 
halving=0; 
loglikCl] = newlkCl]; 
chsolve2(imat,nvar,u); 
j=0: 
for (i=0: i<nvar; i++) { 
betaCi] = newbetaCi]; 
newbetaCi] = newbetaCi] + uCi] ; 
> 
> 
> /» return for another iteration */ 
loglikCl] = newlkCl] ; 
ch inv2(imat, nvar); 
for (i=i; i<nveu:: i++) 
for (j=0; j<i; j-H-) imatCi]Cj] = imatCj]Ci]: 
for (i=0; i<nvar; i-H-) 
betaCi] = newbetaCi]; 
»flag= 1000; 
return; 
> 
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/» notiespl in file func.c by Becky Benner 5/7/1997 
** 
** DESCRIPTION: notiespl evcJ-uates the log of Cox partial likelihood 
** and the first peurtiaJ. derivatives (score function) smd the 
** negative of the second partial derivatives for a given value 
** of beta the parameter vector for Cox Proportional Hazards 
** Regression. It works for the entire data set if there are 
** no tied failure times or is can compute this entities for 
•• a given ordering for a given interval. 
** 
** FUNTIONS CALLED: None 
** INPUTS: 
** nvar 
•• nused 
** start 
covar 
** status 
beta 
ties 
** 
** perm 
** The interval is assumed to range from (start) to (nused+stcurt-l) 
** RETURNED VALUES: 
** denom = On entry the sum of the risks over the appropriate risk 
set, on return includes the additions^, risk that is added 
** on due to the current interval 
= Number of coveiriates 
= Number of observations to use in computations 
= Point in data where the interval stcurts 
= Matrix of covcuriates 
= Indicator of status; l=dead, O=censored 
= Current value of the parameter vector 
= Indicator ties=l indicates the failure times 
belong to an intervsd. with tied failure times; 
ties=0 indicates the failure times are in the 
observed order 
= Specifies the ordering of the failures for 
intervals with tied failure times 
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•• loglik = loglikCl] returns the contribution to the log partial 
likelihood for the current intervjJ. (with the current 
** ordering of failures if they sure tied) 
** M = Returns the contribution to the score function (first 
** partial derivatives of the log partial 
** likelihood for the current interval (with the current 
•• ordering of failures if they are tied) 
** imat = Returns the contribution to the negative second 
** partial derivatives of the log partial 
** likelihood for the current interveJ. (with the current 
»» ordering of failures if they are tied) 
aCi] = On entry the sum of cov[i]«risk over the risk set which 
** is psurt of the derivative of denom, on return includes 
** the additional risk that is added on due to the current 
•• intervsd. 
** cmatCi][j]= On entry the sum of covCi]*covCj]«risk over the risk set 
** whichis peirt of the second derivative of denom, on return 
** includes the additional risk that is added on due to the 
•• current interval 
** ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS: 
** This function is adapted from the Efron method Cox regression program 
** written by Terry Themeau. I took the portion of the code that evalutes 
** the log pzirtieJ. likelihood when there were no ties in the data smd 
re-wrote it into a function. 
•/ 
#include <math.h> 
^include <stdio.h> 
void notiespKnveur, nused, stzurt, covzir, status, 
beta, denom, loglik, u, imat, a, cmat, ties, perm) 
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int stzurt, 
ties, 
permD ; 
long nvar, 
nused, 
status • ; 
double **covar, 
•*imat, 
betaD, 
*denom, 
loglikC2] , 
uD. 
»a, 
•»cmat; 
register int i, j , person; 
int index; 
double zbeta, risk, tenip2; 
/•»/ 
double remk; 
/» Initializing the returned values to zero •/ 
1**1 
rcmk = 0; 
risk =0; 
temp2=0; 
loglikCl]=0; 
for (i=0: i<nveLr: i++) { 
u[i] =0; 
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for (j=0; j<nTar: j++){ 
imat [i] [j] =0; 
> 
> 
for (person=nused+st3urt-l: person>=start; person—) { 
/* Setting the index to be either a permuted value in the case of 
** ties or just letting it be the order the data is in in the case 
•• of no ties 
if (ties=0)-C 
index = person; 
> 
else if (ties= 1){ 
index = start - 1 + perm[person - start]; 
> 
/* Updating the risk set to include failures from the current interval 
and adding up pieces that add over the risk set. •/ 
zbeta =0; /• form the term beta*z (vector mult) •/ 
for (i=0; i<nvar: i++) 
zbeta += betaCi] »covarCi][index]; 
risk = exp(zbeta); 
•denom += risk; 
for (i=0: i<nvar: i+-t-) { 
a[i] += risk#covar[i] [index]; 
for (j=0: j<=i; j-M-) 
cmat[i][j] += risk*cov2ur[i] [index]•covzu:[j] [index] ; 
> 
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if ((ties=l) ftft (iiuaed>= 7) )rank += person •(covarCO] [index] + .5); 
/» Compute the returned values for this interved. •/ 
if (status Cperson]=l) { 
loglikCl] += zbeta; 
loglikCi] -= log(»denom): 
for (i=0; i<nv2u:; i++) { 
u[i] += covarCij[index]; 
temp2 = a[i] / »denom; 
u[i] -= temp2; 
for (j=0; j<=i; j++)t 
imat[j][i] += (cmat[i][j] - temp2 • a[j])/ »denom: 
> 
> 
} 
> 
return; 
> 
/* The following is a collection of functions used in 
** the Cox proportional hazards regression 
*/ 
#include <stdio.h> 
#include <string.h> 
#include <stdlib.h> 
#include <math.h> 
/* ran2 
** 
** DESCRIPTION: Portable Random Number Generator 
• • Long period ( > 2 x 10 " 18 ) random number generator of L'Ecuyer 
** with Bays-Durham shuffle and added safeguaurds 
** Returns a uniform reindom deviate between 0.0 and 0.1 
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** (exclusive of the endpoint VeJ.ues.) 
** FUNCTIONS CALLED: None 
** 
** INPUTS: 
** •idum = Address of a negative integer 
** 
** RETURNS: Returns a uniform random deviate between 0.0 and 0.1 
** (exclusive of the endpoint values.) 
**  
ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS: 
From Numerical Recipes in C: The Art of Scientific Computing 
•• 2nd ed. 
**  
** OTHER NOTES; 
•• CeJ.1 with idum a negative integer to initicJ.ize; therecifter 
** do not alter idum between successive deviates in a sequence 
** RNMX should approximate the Icirgest floating veQue that is < 1 
*/ 
#define IHl 2147483563 
#define IM2 2147483399 
#define AM (1.0/IMl) 
#define IMMl (IMl-1) 
#define lAl 40014 
#define IA2 40692 
«define IQl 53668 
#define IQ2 52774 
#define IRl 12211 
#define IR2 3791 
#define NTAB 32 
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#define NDIV (1+IMMl/NTAB) 
#define EPS 1.2e-7 
#define RNMX (t.O-EPS) 
double ran2(long *idum) 
int j; 
long k; 
static long idum2=123456789; 
static long ijpO; 
static long ivCNTAB]; 
double temp; 
if (»iduin <= 0){ 
if (-(•idum) < 1) •idum =1; 
else •idum = - (•idum); 
idum2 = (•idum); 
for (j=NTAB+7: j>=0: j —){ 
k=('»idum)/IQl; 
»idum=IAl *( *idum - k*IQi) -IRl^k; 
if (»idum < 0) •idum += IHl; 
if ( j < NTAB) iv[j] = •idum; 
> 
iy = ivCO]; 
> 
k=(*idum)/iqi; 
»idum=IAl»( •idum - k»IQl) -IRl»k: 
if (•idum < 0) »iduin += IHl; 
k = idum2 / IQ2: 
idum2 = IA2*(idum2-k»iq2) - k»IR2: 
if (iduin2 < 0) idum2 += IM2: 
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j = iy / NDIV; 
iy = ivCj]- idum2; 
ivCj] = •idum; 
if (iy < 1 ) iy += IMMl; 
if ((teinp=AM»iy) > RNMX) return RNMX; 
else return temp; 
} 
/* permute in file myfunc.c by Becky Benner 5/7/1997 
DESCRIPTION: This function will produce permuations of 
** the integers 1 up to intSize which has a max of 10. 
** If the function is called repeatedly in a loop from 
** 0 to intSize ! - 1 then the result would be a list 
• • of all the permutations euid they are ordered such that 
• * the first place vaxies the slowest emd the last place 
vsuries the fastest. 
•• FUNCTIONS CALLED: None 
** INPUTS: 
intSize = 
** intWhich = 
• • intFactorizLL = 
RETURNED VALUES: 
perm = array containing the permutation requested 
in the form of pCO] .. .pCintSize-1] which is a 
Size of the permutation, the maximum 
allowable value is set to be 10. 
Indicates which permutation to select 
from the list of possibles so intWhich 
must have a value of 0 to intSize ! - 1. 
intSize ! which before entry has been 
computed from the factorial functon below. 
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permutatioa of l...iiitSize 
ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS: 
Most of this algorithm was sritten by Charles Peterson 
LOCAL VARIABLES: 
MAXP = Sets the maximum size of permutation to be 10 
used = Keeps track of the numbers already used in the 
* * permutat ion. 
*/ 
#define TRUE 1 
#define FALSE 2 
#define MAXP 10 
void permuteCint permQ.int intSize.int intWhich, long intFactorizil) 
int intIndex, 
intRepeatFactor, 
intTmpl, 
intTmp2, 
intTmp3, 
intVailue, 
intDone, 
intLowValue = 0; 
int usedCMAXP]; 
forCintlndex = 0; intlndex < intSize; intIndex++)-C 
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used[intIndex+l] = FALSE; 
perm[intIndex] = 0; 
> 
intRepeatFactor = intSize; 
for (int Index = 0; int Index < intSize-2: intIndex-H-)-C 
intXmpl = inttfhich / (intFactorial/ intRepeatFactor) + 1; 
intVjd.ue = intLowVeJ-ue; 
for(intTmp2 = 1; intTmp2 <= intTmpl; intTmp2++)-C 
intVaJ.ue++; 
intDone = 0; 
while ( intDone=0) 
intDone = 1; 
for(intTmp3 = 0; intTmp3 < intlndex;intTmp3++) 
if(intVcilue = perm [intTmpS] ){ 
intValue++; 
intDone = 0; 
} 
> 
if(intValue > intSize){ 
intVaJ-ue = 1; 
intDone = 0; 
while(intDone = 0) 
intDone = 1; 
for(intTmp3 = 0; intTmp3 <= intlndex;intTmp3-H-) 
if(intVeaue = perm[intTmp3]) { intValue-H-; intDone = 0; } 
> 
} 
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} 
perm Cint Index] = intVzilue; 
used CintVcJ.ue] = TRUE; 
intRepeatFactor*= (intSize - intlndei - 1); 
> 
intTmpl =0; 
intTmp2 = 0; 
intTmp3 =0; 
for (intlndex = 1; intlndex <= intSize; intIndax++)-C 
if ((used[intlndex] = FALSE) tt& (intTmpl =0 ) ){ 
intTmp2 = intlndex; 
intTmpl ++; 
> 
else if ((used[intlndex] = FALSE) (intTmpl > 0)){ 
intTmp3 = intlndex; 
> 
if ((intWhich '/, 2 )=0){ 
perm[intSize-2] = intTmp2; 
permCintSize-1] = intTmp3; 
> 
else if ((intWhich '/, 2 )==1)-C 
perm[intSize-2] = intTmpS; 
perm[intSize-l] = intTmp2; 
> 
return; 
> 
/* rcuipermute in file myfunc.c by Becky Benner 5/7/1997 
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•» 
** DESCRIPTION: This function vill produce pennuations of 
** the integers 1 up to intSize vhich has a max of 100. 
** The permutation is randomly selected in that first 
** an integer between 1 to intSize. Next an integer is 
** rcindomly selected from the remaining integers and so 
** on until the last integer in the permutation is determined. 
• • 
** FUNCTIONS CALLED: ran2 
** Note: The function ran2 could be replaced with any random 
number generator which produces uniform random numbers 
INPUTS: 
** intSize = Size of the permutation, the maximum 
** cillowable Vcilue is set to be 100. 
** iseed = Address of a negative integer. This value 
•» is passed directly to the ran2 function. 
•* RETURNED VALUES: 
** perm = array containing the permutation requested 
** in the form of pCO]...pCintSize-1] which is a 
** permutation of 1...intSize 
** 
** ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS: 
• • This function is my implementation of <in algorithm 
suggested by Dr. Kenneth Koehler 
•• LOCAL VARIABLES: 
** MAX = largest size of permutation available 
** rcinnum = random number which results from calling rcLn2 
avail = Keeps track of the numbers already used in the 
•• permutation. 
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•/ 
#define MAX 100 
void r2mpennute(int permD , int intSize, int »iseed) 
int rannum; 
int i, j; 
int avail[MAX]; 
for (j = 1; j <= MAX; j++){ 
for Ci=intSize-l; i >=0; i—){ 
avail[i] = i+l; 
> 
for (i=intSize-l: i >=0; i—)•[ 
rannum = floor(ran2(iseed) • (i+l)); 
permCi] = avail[rannum]; 
avail[rannum] = avail[i]; 
> 
> 
} 
/• factorial, in myfunc.c 
** DESCRIPTION: Function to compute the factoricJL 
FUNCTIONS CALLED: None 
INPUTS: n = an integer, can correctly compute factoricd.s 
** up to n = 12 
•• RETURNED VALUES: returns the factorial of the inputted n 
•• ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS: Code cjui be found in any introductory 
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** C text such, as Friedman ft Koffman (1994) 
** "Problem Solving, Abstraction, and Design using C++" 
*/ 
long factori2Ll(n) 
long n; 
if ( n <= 0) 
return 1; 
else 
return n»factorieil(n-l); 
> 
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